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for shooting video via drone, action
cams and 360-degree video setups.
But wait, there’s more. Look for
iPhone apps like DigiSlate to slate
your shots and MovieSlate 8 for logging and making notes on your takes
while you record on set. Scripts Pro is
a scripting app that lets you write, edit
and access your screenplay on the go.
Cinemek Storyboard Composer allows
you to create storyboards to pre-visualize your shot sequences. Sun Scout
and Sun Surveyor help you scout locations for outdoor shoots by showing
you where the sun will be at different
times of day. CineMeter turns your
iPhone into a real-time histogram with
YRGB and can be calibrated specifically to your phone.
All this to say that our smartphone
is far more than a communications
tool, and more even than an image
capture device. With a few apps, your
phone becomes the ultimate production Swiss Army knife. Time to make
the most of the tech that you already
have in your pocket.

Matthew York is Videomaker's Publisher/Editor.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=72005560
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No one knows Media, Entertainment and Technology like us.
Industry convergence is powering the stories the world consumes. This is
where you need to be. Surrounded by new gear, impressive tech and big
thinking. NAB Show® is the real deal. And where deals are done.

APRIL 6–11, 2019 I LAS VEGAS
Register Today: NABShow.com
Free* Exhibits Pass with Code MP01

Join our global community finding inspiration, discovering solutions,
building audiences and growing profits. Together, we advance the art,
science and business of storytelling.

your story will never be the same.

*Offer expires March 24, 2019. Starting March 25, a $50 fee will be applied.
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Smartphones have become an integral
part of our lives. For many of us, our
phones are the first thing we reach
for in the morning — often serving as
our alarm clocks — and the last thing
we put down at night. We use them
for entertainment, social connection, shopping and doing business.
Our smartphones serve to connect us
with our acquaintances, remind us
of our friend’s birthdays and get us
to important appointments on time.
We have come to rely on our phones
for everything from our daily bank
balances to travel itineraries. There’s
an app for literally anything you can
think to do. And for us media makers,
our smartphones have become valuable and essential production tools.
It goes without saying that smartphones are capable of shooting video.
These pocket-sized cameras have
been able to capture footage at high
resolutions that caught up to professional camcorders capabilities years
ago. That’s old news. What’s exciting
is the wide range of other tasks that
savvy video producers can use their
smartphones to accomplish.
Editing apps now abound in the
Apple App Store and Google Play Store.
Free and low-cost editing apps now
allow you to edit high-quality video,
complete with titles, filters, transitions
and effects, right on your smartphone.
You can even use phone apps to key
out green screens. Many of these capabilities required expensive production
gear just a few years ago.
You may not be aware that you can
also use your iPhone to remotely control your DSLR camera. Canon DSLRs
are well known to be easily compatible
with smartphone control. You can control a lot of your camera’s functions on
many DSLRs that have infrared receivers with your smartphone. Do you shoot
with a drone or GoPro? Your smartphone can act as both a production
monitor and remote camera controller

Videomaker empowers people to make
video in a way that inspires, encourages and
equips for success. We do this by building a
community of readers, web visitors, viewers,
attendees and marketers.
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Go Mobile

Quick Focus

Reading on the go? Find Videomaker on your mobile device along with apps that help
video producers on location. Go to www.videomaker.com/r/676.

March 2019

What’s on Videomaker.com
Advice Wanted

Question:
tomeford: A common comment with
anyone who has used a GoPro for
POV shots is that nothing looks as
“gnarly” as it does in real life.
The standard chest mount or head
mount doesn’t come close to giving
you a perspective of size and speed,
and in particular, undulations are
completely lost on video.
Thinking speciﬁcally about mountain
biking, can you think of any out of
the box angles that might help get
that sense of size?

contents

Reply:
Jack Wolcott: Speed is sensed relative
to something else. People traveling
at 30,000 feet in an airplane have no
sense of speed. In fact, they have little
sense of motion. Reduce the altitude
to 30 feet, however, where buildings
and geographic features can be seen
ﬂashing by, and the landing speed of
185 miles an hour is obvious.
I suspect your POV camera is
aimed straight ahead of you on your
bike, pointing ahead a great distance
as you raise your head to see where
you are going. Mount a camera on
the side of your helmet and you
should get the full eﬀect of speed:
trees, rocks and other features ﬂashing by. This should provide a sense
of undulation as well. Now cut this
with the front-mounted camera and
you’ve got a great sequence.
See more at videomaker.com/topic/
action-cam-angles

....
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Proper setup during the shoot is vital
to the success of any green screen
scene, but the real magic happens in
post-production.
videomaker.com/r/green-screen-postproduction

The Videomaker team is at
it again with a new issue of
YouTuber magazine! YouTuber
aims to help YouTube creators
build a larger fan base and
generate more revenue.
Featuring more insider tips
from YouTube superstars, a list
of free resources invaluable to
YouTube content creators and
techniques for producing and
marketing successful videos,
the latest issue of YouTuber
is available now. Videomaker
readers can sign up for a free
subscription of YouTuber at
videomaker.com/MasterYouTube.
Check it out!

NAB Coverage

Video Highlights from
CES 2019
Every year we go to CES to ﬁnd out
the newest and greatest products and
report back to you, so you can keep
up with the industry. This year was full
of great products. Here are our video
highlights of CES 2019.
videomaker.com/r/CES2019

The editorial staﬀ is excited to be
on the show ﬂoor of NAB in April.
To follow our activity, including up
to the minute coverage, be sure
to like us on Facebook as content
from all our channels will aggregate there ﬁrst.
Find us on Facebook

facebook.com/VideomakerOnline

Follow us on Twitter
twitter.com/videomaker

Catch us on YouTube

youtube.com/videomaker

Follow us on Instagram
@videomaker

Talk to us online!
Love Videomaker? Tell the world! Share your videos, find extra content, talk to us! We want to know who you are.
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Powtoon

WeVideo is an

Powtoon is a

video editing web

browser-based

app that allows

app that special-

you to edit your

izes in animated

footage directly in

videos and pre-

your browser of choice. WeVideo

sentations. With several styles

promises to be an easy way to edit

to choose from and lots of

video with resolutions up to 4K

customization options, this app

thanks to its simple interface. The

promises to help you create

app includes tools for text, transi-

and share compelling animated

tions, motion eﬀects and even

content on any topic. The app

green screen, and the web-based

is free to start, but to unlock

interface means you can continue

longer runtimes, higher resolu-

working on your project on any

tions and more customization

device. You can try the app for

options, users can upgrade to

free, or subscribe to diﬀerent tiers

the Starter, Pro or Pro+ plan.

(Web app, Free - $18/month)
Free Subscription to
YouTuber Magazine
Available for Videomaker
Readers

6 Steps to Pulling a Good
Key – Green Screen Post
Production

WeVideo

(Web app, Free - $60/month)

to unlock more features.

Magisto

(Web app, $5-10/month)

Rapidtags

Our web browsers are
becoming more useful
all the time. Not only is
our browser our portal
to the internet; it can
also serve as a platform
for surprisingly powerful video creation apps.
Plus, these apps have the
advantage of being operating system agnostic —
any device that can open
a web browser has access
to these tools. Let’s take a
look at a few convenient
video-related web apps.

(Web app, Free)
For anyone

This web app

making content

is designed for

destined for on-

those who want

line distribution,

to put together

proper tagging is

a quick video

essential. Rapidtags aims to help

without the time-

YouTube creators ﬁnd and use the

consuming process of actually

best tags for each video with tools

editing. All you need to do to

for tag generation and analysis.

create a video with the Magisto

The tag generator is handy for

web app is upload your videos,

thinking of tags you may have oth-

choose a style and then lets

erwise missed, but the tag analyz-

Magisto’s AI-based editing tool

er is the real star. It provides stats

do the rest. Magisto also oﬀers

on individual tags including view,

cross-platform distribution with

like, dislike and comment counts

their custom player, complete

as well as target stats needed in

with insights into audience view-

order for your video to rank well

ing habits and more.

in each tag on YouTube.
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NEW GEAR
This year at CES
Insta360 shows oﬀ Titan 11K 360-degree video camera
At CES, Insta360 opened reservations for the Insta360

high dynamic range, allowing

No mobile device needed. DJI has revealed the new

Titan. It’s an eight-lens cinematic VR camera capable of

creators to capture

Smart Controller for Mavic 2 drones, and it (ﬁnally) has

capturing 360 video at up an 11K resolution.

natural lighting and

a built-in display.

The Titan has the largest sensors oﬀered in any
standalone VR camera. It sports an eight Micro Four

low-light scenes more
realistically.
Additionally, the

newest drones without using a smartphone or tablet."

system’s CrystalView

The device can be paired with both the Mavic 2 Zoom

performance and color depth, raising the bar for real-

allows the camera to

and Mavic 2 Pro.

ism in high-end professional VR capture.”

render the part of the
video the viewer is watching

can show images streamed from whatever drone it's

in real time. So, even mainstream smartphones can

connected to in full HD resolution. Also, DJI claims the

play back 11K video without losing any quality.

speaker. This is for live streamers looking to get some

shooting mode is 11K at 30 FPS, but it can shoot 10K

remote’s screen is twice as bright as any mobile screen.

aerial shots and get some commentary into their stream.

That will make it easier to preview shots on bright

And it can playback video through the HDMI port at 4K

sunny days.

60 fps with H.264 and H.265.

3D video at 30 FPS and 11K 360 photos in 3D and

On-board stabilization makes capturing action shots

monoscopic formats. Other shooting modes oﬀered

and post-production a whole lot easier. The Titan uses

include 8K at 60 FPS and 5.3K 360 video at 120 FPS.

Insta360’s FlowState Stabilization tech. This gives the

The 360 camera will support shooting in 10-bit color to
allow the camera to capture color a lot more accurately
than it would otherwise. It gives the camera access to
billions of color combinations. Also, the camera features

“Drone pilots can take advantage of its compact,

The controller comes with a built-in microphone and

The Smart Controller's battery lasts up to 2.5 hours,

camera 9-axis stabilization that Insta360 claims to be

highly portable design that has been optimized for use

“gimbal-like.”

and with the DJI GO 4 app’s Go Share function, you can

in direct sunlight,” says DJI. The screen has an output of

transfer aerial videos and photos from the Smart Con-

1000 cd/m2. What does that mean? Well, that’s twice as

troller to your mobile device. The Smart Controller will

bright as a standard smartphone’s output.

be open for purchase beginning in early 2019 for $649.

The Insta360 Titan is open for reserve now and will
be shipped in April. The Titan is priced at $14,999.

Nvidia launches new RTX 2060 aﬀordable mid-range GPU

Samson Satellite promises to record studio-quality audio

At CES 2019, Nvidia revealed a new mid-range GPU,

At CES 2019, Samson introduced the Satellite USB/iOS

the RTX 2060, at a price point of just $349. The GPU

Broadcast Microphone, which they claim brings the

will accompany Nvidia’s RTX 2070, RTX 2080, and RTX

studio out into the ﬁeld.

2080 Ti models, and will be a budget option for those

Looking to give creators both a portable and ef-

who still need solid performance.

fective tool, the Satellite captures high-def audio on

While it may be the cheapest of the group, it will

desktops and mobile devices. You can plug the mic

oﬀer higher performance than Nvidia's GTX 1070 Ti,

directly into Mac or PC computers as well as iPhones

according to Nvidia CEO Jensen Huang. Huang also

and iPads. It captures 24-bit/96kHz audio and fea-

claimed the GPU is 60 percent faster than the GTX

tures three selectable pickup patterns. It promises a

1060, and will deliver “next-gen gaming for tens of
millions of gamers.”
Nvidia says the card can run Battleﬁeld V with

smooth, ﬂat frequency response of 20Hz-20kHz and
more. That would be the $499 RTX 2070. The other

is compatible with most computer-based digital audio

options — the RTX 2080 and RTX 2080 Ti — costs $800

workstation software.

ray-tracing at 60 frames per second, even with high

and $1,199, respectively. Those are big price diﬀerences

settings and 1440p resolution. That is in a system

within the same GPU lineup.

equipped with an Intel Core i9 processor. The new

At launch, the RTX 2060 will be available in a number

For zero-latency monitoring, the Satellite has a
1/8-inch headphone output. Plus, it has a touch-mute

The mic has two 16mm condenser capsules that

switch that reportedly quickly silences the mic without

capture vocal warmth and clarity with a “smooth,

making any clicks or pops. A 3-color LED indicates when

accurate frequency response,” according to Samson.

GPU will come with 6GB of GDDR6 memory and 240

of graphics card partners. That diﬀers from the RTX

the ic is powered, clipping or muted, and the mic has

Three selectable pickup patterns are oﬀered: cardioid,

Tensor Cores.

2070, RTX 2080 and RTX 2080 Ti, which were released

patented fold-back leg design along with a retro-style

omnidirectional and bidirectional. An internal shock

only in a special Founders Edition. However, there will

aluminum body with heavy-gauge steel mesh grille.

mount isolates the capsules from the body of the

also be a Founders Edition for the RTX 2060.

microphone, minimizing handling sounds.

The diﬀerence in price is pretty notable. While the
RTX 2060 costs just $349, the next option is $150

print
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The Smart Controller sports a 5.5-inch display that

camera that’s ready to record in 11K. It’s spotlighted

This 360 camera is the ﬁrst ever standalone 360

full screen

Priced at $650, DJI claims the Smart Controller’s
display is “ultra-bright” and will allow “pilots to ﬂy the

maximizes “image quality, dynamic range, low-light

Thirds (MFT) sensors. Insta360 claims the MFT sensor

contents

DJI reveals Smart Controller with built-in display
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The Samson Satellite USB/iOS Broadcast Microphone

full screen

will be available this May for $99.
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Sony PXW-FS5 II

Sony
PXW-FS5 II

Now, let’s
let’s talk
talk aa bit
bit about
about the
the ND
ND —
—
Now,
is the
the best
best part
part of
of aa great
great camera.
camera.
itit is
The electronic
electronic ND
ND filter
filter is
is the
the same
same as
as
The
the one
one first
first offered
offered in
in the
the FS5.
FS5. That
That
the
1/4 to
to 1/128
1/128 stop
stop ND
ND can
can slide
slide through
through
1/4
the stops,
stops, offering
offering the
the perfect
perfect ND
ND for
for
the
any exposure.
exposure. Think
Think of
of how
how aa slide
slide
any
trombone works:
works: ItIt can
can slide
slide through
through
trombone
notes, offering
offering everything
everything in
in between.
between.
notes,
So does
does the
the electronic
electronic ND.
ND. The
The Sony
Sony
So
FS5 IIII adds
adds in
in mechanical
mechanical 2,
2, 44 and
and 66
FS5
stop ND
ND for
for even
even quicker
quicker operation.
operation.
stop

by Chris Monlux

Still awesome!
Sony

www.sony.com

STRENGTHS
• Lightweight
• RAW output
WEAKNESSES
• Needs monitor for 10-bit 4K capture
SUMMARY
The Sony FS5 II is a small and lightweight camera that is ready for any
shooting situation you throw at it. Is
the Sony FS5 II a huge improvement
over the prior version?
RECOMMENDED USERS
• Narrative Filmmaking
• Documentary Filmmaking and
Journalism
• Corporate and Event Videography
• Marketing Video Production

contents
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$4,750
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If you
you are
are ready
ready to
to
If
upgrade to
to aa
upgrade
video-first camera
camera
video-first

T

he Sony FS5 II is no revolution
from the prior version, however,
it’s still one hell of a camera. The size
of the camera body is surprising — it’s
smaller than you might think — but
this version includes, in the base
package, both of the upgrade packs
available for the original FS5. Plus,
Sony even upgraded the already great
built-in neutral density filter. Even
with all of that, the price is lower than
that of the FS5 was when that camera
was first released.

So, what is new with
version II?

features are
are the
the new
new color
color science
science
features
borrowed from
from Sony’s
Sony’s flagship
flagship Venice
Venice
borrowed
cinema camera
camera and
and aa mechanical
mechanical ND
ND
cinema
filter wheel
wheel along
along with
with the
the very
very useusefilter
ful electronic
electronic ND.
ND. Sony
Sony says
says that
that the
the
ful
new color
color science
science should
should offer
offer “rich
“rich
new
mid-range colors,
colors, alluring
alluring facial
facial tones
tones
mid-range
and aa softer
softer tonal
tonal look.”
look.” We
We agree
agree that
that
and
the camera
camera has
has aa new
new look.
look. We
We found
found
the
pleasing, though
though we
we also
also liked
liked the
the
itit pleasing,
color from
from the
the original
original FS5.
FS5.
color
The thing
thing to
to be
be aware
aware of
of is
is that,
that, bebeThe
cause of
of the
the new
new color
color science,
science, footfootcause
age from
from the
the original
original FS5
FS5 and
and the
the new
new
age
Mark IIII won’t
won’t match
match out
out of
of the
the box.
box.
Mark
We don’t
don’t think
think this
this is
is aa huge
huge issue
issue
We
because most
most viewers
viewers these
these days
days are
are
because
inundated with
with video
video from
from multiple
multiple
inundated
cameras on
on aa daily
daily basis
basis anyway.
anyway.
cameras

Looking at just the specs, not much
has changed on the FS5 II compared
to the FS5. The sensor and the body
are the same, but the FS5
Top handle with microphone mount
II includes the ability to
output 4K RAW via the
SDI output and to internally capture continuous HD video at up to
120 frames per second.
Those these features are
available as upgrades
for the original FS5, but
they each came with a
$500 price tag.
The two big changes
to the camera outside
of unlocking available
VIDEOMAKER >>> MARCH 2019

TheFS5
FS5IIIIisisthe
thecamera
camerato
togo
goto
towhen
when
The
youwant
wantan
aneasier
easierway
wayto
tocapture
capture
you
video.Sony
Sonyoffers
offersan
animpressive
impressivemirrormirrorvideo.
lesscamera
cameralineup,
lineup,but
butthese
thesecameras
cameras
less
haveaa30-minute
30-minuterecord
recordtime
timelimit
limitfor
for
have
videoclips,
clips,offer
offeronly
onlyaa1/8
1/8inch
inchaudio
audio
video
inputand
anddon’t
don’tinclude
includeND
NDfilters.
filters.Many
Many
input
shootingsituations
situationsjust
justcan’t
can’thandle
handle
shooting
thoserestraints.
restraints.The
TheFS5
FS5IIIIisisthe
theobviobvithose
ousnext
nextstep
stepwhen
whenmoving
movingout
outfrom
from
ous
behindthe
thephoto
photofirst
firstcamera
camerathat
thatcan
can
behind
shootvideo
videoto
toaacamera
cameradesigned
designedspespeshoot
cificallyfor
forvideo
videocapture.
capture.When
Whenyou’re
you’re
cifically
shootinglots
lotsof
ofvideos,
videos,you
youneed
needXLR
XLR
shooting
audioinputs,
inputs,full
fullmanual
manualcontrol
controlvia
viaexexaudio
ternalbuttons
buttonsand
andaarecord
recordtime
timelimited
limited
ternal
onlyby
bythe
thesize
sizeof
ofthe
themedia.
media.
only
The grip
grip is
is wonderful
wonderful to
to use.
use. IfIf you
you
The
are using
using aa camera
camera with
with aa servoservoare
controlled zoom,
zoom, there
there is
is aa rocker
rocker for
for
controlled
your fingertips.
fingertips. The
The grip
grip itself
itself is
is easy
easy
your
to attach
attach and
and can
can be
be installed
installed with
with
to
one hand
hand holding
holding the
the camera
camera and
and the
the
one
other the
the grip.
grip. ItIt just
just clicks
clicks in
in —
— no
no
other
tightening needed.
needed. The
The grip
grip offers
offers aa
tightening
joystick for
for menu
menu navigation
navigation and,
and, of
of
joystick
course, aa record
record button.
button. There
There are
are two
two
course,
assignable buttons:
buttons: 44 and
and 5.
5. Button
Button
assignable
is labeled
labeled focus
focus mag
mag for
for gaining
gaining
44 is
sharp focus,
focus, but
but both
both buttons
buttons can
can be
be
sharp
assigned to
to whatever
whatever you’d
you’d like.
like. Lastly,
Lastly,
assigned
there is
is aa dial
dial for
for easy
easy change
change of
of the
the
there
aperture or
or other
other controls.
controls.
aperture

Internal capture
capture is
is good,
good,
Internal
external is
is fantastic
fantastic
external

The camera
camera captures
captures internally
internally to
to SD
SD
The
cards. Choose
Choose from
from XAVC
XAVC QFHD
QFHD for
for
cards.

Grips allows for handheld shooting
UHD 4K or XAVC
HD and AVCHD for
HD. With a maximum bit rate of
100 megabits per
second in UHD
4K, it can also
capture up to 120
fps in 1080. Lastly,
you can capture
proxies and full
res video at the
same time by
recording to both
of the card slots
simultaneously.
Now, the big upgrade to the capability of this camera is newer S-log3 is its capability to work
what it can do when video is captured
with more than 14 stops of dynamic
externally. At the same time that the
range, so its advantages are wasted on
FS5 II was announced at NAB 2018,
cameras with a smaller dynamic range.
Apple announced ProRes RAW, made
possible with a few partners including
What it’s like to shoot
Atomos and the Shogun Inferno. With
The camera is about the size of a
the Shogun Inferno and an FS5 II, you
grapefruit, and the body only weighs
can capture up to 10-bit ProRes RAW.
1.8 pounds. Depending on the lens you
Today, you can also pair the FS5 II with
use, the full setup can easily stay under
the Convergent Design Odyssey 7Q for
3 pounds. For on the go shooters like
the same functionality.
documentarians, wedding and event
Some won’t take advantage of
videographers and newsgathers, the
the ProRes RAW option because the
FS5 II is a lightweight choice. For our
format can currently only be edited in
review, we shot mostly on the Sony GFinal Cut Pro X. In that case, regular
Master 24-70mm f2.8 lens. The Super
ProRes or DNxHR encoding is also
35 sensor offers a 1.5 times crop factor,
available. However, if you have the
giving the 24-70mm lens an effective
storage space and the workflow to
focal length of 35-105mm. We didn’t
support shooting in 10-bit, it’s a very
need anything too wide, so this lens
nice luxury to have.
worked well. For wider shooting, the
16-35mm F.2.8 G-Master lens would
Need dynamics?
work well. Sigma offers Sony E mount
Then you need log.
zooms for those who are on a budget
Sony touts 14 stops of dynamic range
but still want high quality.
with the FS5 II. When you need
The grip and the monitor make the
dynamic range, shooting in log is the
camera easy to operate if you have to
way to get it. Read our article “How to
shoot at low or high angles. Because
Use Log Video to Gain More Control
it’s light enough, neither angle is a
Over Your Image” to learn more about
chore to shoot. The ND makes keepshooting with a log curve. In addition
ing the shallow depth of field in high
to the seven standard picture profiles,
lighting situations a cinch. The quick
the FS5 II has two flavors of log: S-log2
switches for ISO and white balance
and S-log3. S-log2 offers more dymake going in and out of different
namic range to cameras with 14 stops
lighting situations easy.
of dynamic range or fewer. On the
Any time we needed to use the
other hand, part of the benefit from the menu it was fast and responsive.
V I D E O M AKE R > > > M AR C H 2 0 1 9
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Sony
Sony PXW-FS5
PXW-FS5 II
II

Sony PXW-FS5 II

Image Sensor Size: Super35
Sensor Type: CMOS
Sensor Resolution: 4096 x 2160
Effective Sensor Resolution: 3840 x

• 1920 x 1080i at 50/59.94 fps

2160

(50 Mb/s)

Multi/Micro USB A/V Output

Audio Connectors: 2 x 3-Pin XLR
Mic/Line Level (+48 V Phantom

AVCHD:

Power) Input, Other I/O: 1 x RJ45

Wheel with 2 Stop (1/4), 4 Stop (1/16),

• 1920 x 1080i at 50/59.94 fps

Built-In Microphone Type: Stereo
Recording Media: 1 x SDXC/Memory
Stick PRO Duo Hybrid Card Slot, 1 x
SDXC Card Slot

Recording Modes:
XAVC 4:2:0:
• 3840 x 2160p at 23.98/25/29.97 fps
XAVC 4:2:2:
• 1920 x 1080p at 50/59.94 fps
(50 Mb/s)

Even when changing resolutions and
formats, the restart of the camera was
quick. Everything about this camera is quick, meaning it’s ready for
just about any shooting situation its
thrown in to.

Slow-Mo fo’ sho

print

• 1920 x 1080p at 23.98/25/29.97 fps

SDI) Output, 1 x HDMI Output, 1 x

• 1280 x 720p at 50/59.94 fps (50 Mb/s)

1/128 Stop Electronic ND Filter

full screen

(50 Mb/s)

Video Connectors: 1 x BNC (3G-

Gain: 0 to 30 dB (Native)
Lens Mount: Sony E-Mount
Built-In ND Filter: Mechanical Filter
6 Stop (1/64) ND Filters and a 1/4 to

contents

Quick access to the control you need

The FS5 II has great slow-motion frame
rates with the option to shoot up to 960
frames per second internally. If you
need higher frame rates than that, you’ll
need a specialty camera. The only catch
is that frame rates higher than 60 fps
have lower and lower quality up to 960
fps. Also, those high frame rates have a
limited record time, though many things
you want to capture in high frame rates
only last a few seconds anyway. With
the end trigger recording, you can tell
the camera when to end the shot and it
will record the few seconds before that.
We were not impressed with the quality
of the video shot at any of the higher
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• 1920 x 1080p at 50/59.94 fps
(28 Mb/s)
(24 Mb/s)
• 1920 x 1080p at 23.98/25/29.97 fps
(24 Mb/s)
• 1920 x 1080i at 50/59.94 fps
(17 Mb/s)
• 1920 x 1080p at 23.98/25/29.97 fps
(17 Mb/s)
• 1280 x 720p at 50/59.94 fps
(24 Mb/s)

Gamma Curve: S-log2, S-log3
Raw Output: SDI/BNC: 4096 x 2160

NFC

/ 111.3 x 128.7 x 172.4 mm (With
Protrusions)

10-Bit at 60 fps

Weight: 1.8 lb / 830.0 g

frame rates. Although you can capture
at that high of frame rate, the video
quality is junk, so you better need the
slow-mo more than you need a good
looking picture.

not
notaadeal-breaker
deal-breakerby
byany
anymeans,
means,but
but
it’s
something
to
be
considered.
it’s something to be considered.

Shooting with a monitor/
recorder attached

Here is the rub with having to use
the Shogun Inferno or Odessey 7Q to
capture better video: It’s bigger than
what’s needed. In fact, we would love
to see something that is small and can
be mounted without bogging down the
camera. During our tests using the Shogun Inferno, we determined we wanted
the expanded recording capabilities
more than the external monitor. The
larger screen is nice, but not always
necessary. Battery and media included,
the Shogun Inferno adds 2.4 pounds
to the rig. It drastically changes the
center of gravity, so handheld shooting
is much different with the monitor. It’s
VIDEOMAKER >>> MARCH 2019

For a Stellar
First Video

LAN, 1 x 2.5 mm Control

Wireless Interfaces: 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi,
Display Type: LCD
Screen Size: 3.5"
Touchscreen: Yes
Screen Resolution: 1,560,000 Dots
EVF Display Type: OLED
Screen Size: .39"
EVF Resolution: 1,440,000 Dots
Battery Type: Sony BP-U Series
Dimensions: 4.38 x 5.07 x 6.79"

Low-light,
Low-light, rolling
rolling shutter
shutter
and
and moiré
moiré tests
tests

Like
Likewe
wedo
dowith
withevery
everycamera
camerathat
that
comes
through
the
Videomaker
comes through the VideomakerLabs,
Labs,
we
wetested
testedthe
theFS5
FS5II’s
II’slow
lowlight
lightperforperformance,
mance,rolling
rollingshutter
shuttereffect
effectand
andmoiré.
moiré.
Starting
at
the
lowest
ISO
and
Starting at the lowest ISO andrampramping
ingup
upto
tothe
thehighest,
highest,while
whileadjusting
adjusting
the
shutter
speed
to
compensate,
the shutter speed to compensate,we
we
look
lookfor
forwhere
wherenoise
noiseisisintroduced
introduced
in
inthe
thepicture.
picture.This
Thiswill
willallow
allowyou
youto
to
understand
what
kind
of
low
light
understand what kind of low light
performance
performancethe
thecamera
cameraoffers.
offers.When
When
not
notshooting
shootinglog,
log,the
thebase
baseISO
ISOisis800.
800.
By
Bydoubling
doublingthe
theISO,
ISO,we
weare
areable
ableto
to
see
seethe
theperformance
performanceat
atevery
everystop.
stop.
The
TheFS5
FS5IIIIhas
hasvisible
visiblenoise
noisefrom
fromthe
the
get-go,
get-go,but
butit’s
it’snot
notdistracting
distractingififyou’re
you’re
not
notlooking
lookingfor
forit.
it.Each
Eachstop
stopoffers
offersaabit
bit
more
noise
until
you
get
to
ISO
more noise until you get to ISO3,200,
3,200,
where
whereititstarts
startsto
tobe
benoticeable.
noticeable.By
ByISO
ISO

8TIPS

6,400, the full picture has noise. At ISO
12,800, the size of the noise gets larger.
The camera can go up to ISO 32,000,
and even though there is significant
noise at that level, the picture integrity
is still there and the colors are still true.
Panning the camera from left to
right shows if vertical lines bend from
the rolling shutter. Starting with slow
pans going up to whip pans, the camera has some rolling shutter but not
enough to be concerned about. To test
the moiré of the camera, we shot our
DSC Sine Chart. The camera does not
offer any moiré issues. All fine lines
are still and look good.

Marketplace

Sony has priced the FS5 II very well. It
is the cheapest interchangeable-lens
cinema camera that shoots 4K and
offers built-in ND. However, because
it doesn’t allow for internal 10-bit 4K
video, you’ll need a monitor/recorder
to get the most out of it. Keep that in
mind as we cover the competing cameras. Add $1,300 to account for the
cost of a Shogun Inferno to the FS5 II’s
base cost of $4,750, and that’s a total
of $6,050 to get 10-bit video.
First up is the Canon C200, the
closest in weight to the FS5 II, though
it’s just less than twice the weight.
The C200 costs $7,500 and captures
internal 10-bit to Canon RAW light.

The monitor on the C200 is nicer than
the FS5 II, and overall, the C200 is a
bit more robust of a camera.
Next, is the Panasonic EVA1 at
$7,400. It captures 10-bit video internally and offers 5.7K RAW out its
SDI. The EVA1 is heavier than both the
C200 and FS5 II at 4.5 pounds naked.
Last is the Blackmagic Design Ursa
Mini Pro 4.6K, priced at $6,000. It can
capture CinemaDNG and ProRes 444
internally. However, it’s the heaviest and
least portable camera at 5.1 pounds.

Final thoughts
and recommendation

The Sony FS5 II has so many great
qualities, including its price. We love
the electronic ND filter and are impressed by the video quality captured
externally. The internal capture was
good, too, but video captured externally was exceptional. With 14 stops
of dynamic range, we were very
impressed in the detail and tonal reproduction of the camera. The camera
is impressive, and for shooters who
need their tools light and ready for
anything, the Sony FS5 II is a camera
that shouldn’t be overlooked.
Chris Monlux is Videomaker’s Multimedia Editor.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=72005643
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Free Training Resource

TECH SPECS

A clear and concise free
download for even the
greenest video lover, with
tips that you can start
applying the moment you
pick up a camera.

contents

Download at:
videomaker.com/8tips
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BenQ PD2700U

BenQ
PD2700U
DesignVue
Designer

TECH SPECS

Size: 27"
Panel Type: IPS-Type LCD
Native Resolution: 3840 x 2160
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Pixels Per Inch (ppi) : 163 ppi
Maximum Brightness: 350 cd/m2
Contrast Ratio: 1300:1
Refresh Rate : 60 Hz
Bit Depth / Color Support: 10-Bit

byChris Monlux

(1.07 Billion Colors)

HDR Compatibility: HDR10
Color Gamut:

Just what you need

•100% sRGB
•100% Rec. 709

BenQ

www.benq.com

STRENGTHS
• 10-bit color support
• Matte finish
WEAKNESSES
• Low refresh rate
• Limited HDMI connectivity

SUMMARY
The BenQ PD2700U DesignVue
Designer 27 inch monitor is built with
designers in mind, but is a highly
capable video editing display.
RECOMMENDED USERS
• Narrative Filmmaking
• Documentary Filmmaking and
Journalism
contents
full screen
print

$540
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I

f you are looking for a solid 4K
screen, you should check out the
BenQ PD2700U DesignVue Designer
27 inch monitor. It offers 100 pecent
sRGB and Rec. 709 color gamuts over
its 350 nit bright UHD 4K IPS panel.
It’s built for, you guessed it, designers. But how does it perform for video
producers? After all, we do have a
few different needs when previewing
our work.
Let’s start with its specs to verify
it can do what video editors need.
First off, it has HDMI, DisplayPort
and Mini DisplayPort connections, so
it will properly interface with your
computer. It has a native resolution of
UHD 4K (3840 x 2160) at 60 Hz. The
60 Hz is the minimum for us who use
NTSC as our standard. If you use PAL,
then you require 50 Hz as a minimum.
It has a wide viewing angle, good for
collaborative work, and it has a 5 ms
response time. Below 7ms is best for
video editing to avoid ghosting or
blurring effects. Lastly, it supports up
to 1.07 billion colors, also known as
10-bit color. 10-bit is becoming more
and more prevalent with every new
camera release, so if you want to be
forward thinking in the monitor you
buy, this is important.
VIDEOMAKER >>> MARCH 2019

The good bits

First off, we like the stand. It allows
for vertical rotation of the screen.
This used to be a silly prospect for
video editors, but with Instagram
stories and Snapchat, vertical video
has found a useable home. A monitor that can preview that format is
great. It doesn’t have a huge footprint and the stand is flat, so it’s not
wasted space on the desk. It also has
a nice thin bezel — not the thinnest,

WE LIKE THAT THIS
MONITOR HAS A 4K
RESOLUTION AND SUPPORTS 10-BIT COLOR.
but still thin. Any thinner and cost
of the monitor will go up. We really
like the matte finish of the screen, it
makes reflections a non-issue, even
in brightly lit areas. Last, we just like
that it has a UHD 4K resolution and
supports 10-bit color. Again, it’s nice
to invest in where video is headed.
Being able to preview in native color
and resolution is clutch. Lastly, it
comes factory calibrated, so it’s

Response Time: 5 ms (GtG)
Inputs / Outputs:
•1 x HDMI 2.0 Input
•1 x DisplayPort 1.2 Input
•1 x Mini DisplayPort 1.2 Input
•1 x DisplayPort Output
•4 x USB Type-A (USB 3.0) Input
•2 x USB Type-B (USB 3.0) Output
•1 x 3.5 mm Output

Weight:

•16.98 lb / 7.7 kg (With Stand)
•11.02 lb / 5.0 kg (Without Stand)

ready out of the box. Moreover, each
monitor gets individually calibrated,
so even when there are variances in
production, the monitor is still correct when boxed up for sale.

The interesting features

There are a few features on this
monitor that are pretty neat, though
not likely to be the reason you
buy it. The first is different picture
profiles. These are best for designers but could be helpful for video
creators. If you do 3D design or CAD,
then CAD/CAM mode would work
well during production. It increases

Built-in USB hub
the contrast in
lines and shapes in
technical illustrations. Then there
is Animation Mode
for when you want
to lift the shadows
to see the details
within — not likely
something you will
use when editing
video but great
for when you are
designing. Lastly is
Darkroom mode,
which is designed
to be an improved
setting for darkened post-processing environments.
For other work outside of video production, these picture profiles will
be helpful, but they are not recommended when you are working with
the color of your video. Rather use
the sRGB mode. If one of the other

EACH MONITOR GETS
INDIVIDUALLY CALIBRATED SO IT’S CORRECT WHEN BOXED UP.
profiles find their way into the workflow, then the next feature will also
be beneficial. Dual view will allow
you to be in two picture profiles at
the same time, so you can preview
how each will affect your image.

Marketplace

The number of monitors on the market is quite amazing. In fact, we were
able to find other monitors with seven
matching criteria that are just $30
apart in price. They all are 27-inch ISP
monitors with UHD resolutions. Each
of these competing monitors features
a 350-nit brightness, 10-bit color, a
built-in USB hub and a 178-degree
viewing angle.
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Let start off with the HP Z27; it
also has a thin bezel and costs $560,
$20 more than the BenQ. The major
drawback for video production with
the HP will be its poor response time
of 14 ms. Next is the Dell U2718Q at
$570. That’s $30 more than the BenQ.
It has a thin bezel like the HP but with
a more acceptable response time of
5ms. Last up is the ViewSonic VP27804K at $580; it’s the most money and
has a thicker bezel. It also has a 5ms
response time.

Final thoughts
and recommendation

This screen might have “designer”
in its name, but the BenQ PD2700U
would be a great monitor for video
editors. We like the native resolution
of UHD 4K and support for 10-bit
color. The matte finish is great and
the option to use portrait orientation
could be handy for some applications. The picture profiles are an
added bonus for those who can use
them. The best part of the BenQ
PD2700U DesignVue Designer 27
inch monitor is its price, just under
its nearest competitor.
contents
Chris Monlux is Videomaker’s Multimedia Editor.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p= 72005648
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Avid Media Composer

Avid
Media
Composer

TECH SPECS

Minimum System requirements
Operating system:
Mac OS X: 10.12.6 (Sierra), 10.13.6
(High Sierra), 10.14.2 (Mojave)
Windows: Win 10 64-bit Pro,

by Chris Monlux

Creators and Enterprise, Win 8.1
64-bit Pro and Enterprise, Win 7

Now for
individual editors

W

ith the newest release of Media
Composer, Avid is beginning to
regain its footing as a competitive option for aspiring and professional vid-

Avid

www.avid.com/media-composer

STRENGTHS
• DNxUncompressed support
• New pricing structure
WEAKNESSES
• Updates are lackluster
SUMMARY
Avid Media Composer is a strong
video editor that is known for its work
in world-class film. With the newest
update were they able to keep up
with the market?

contents
full screen
print

RECOMMENDED USERS
• Narrative Filmmaking
• Documentary Filmmaking and
Journalism
• Corporate and Event Videography
• Marketing Video Production.

$20 per month
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dates did work as they should, and we
are happy they made them. However,
when you are continually paying for
something, you would expect the
product to evolve.
On one hand, there are a ton of
editors who want consistency and improvement in small increments, but if
you never own the product and there
is something else out there that can

THE TOP-END EDITORS
HAVE NEVER BEEN
MORE COMPETITIVE IN
SUPPORT & FEATURES.

64-bit Pro SP1

Memory: 16GB minimum,
32GB (or more) recommended

eo editors. Now matching the monthly
cost of Adobe Premiere Pro CC, Avid
has held onto the high-end pro market
for Hollywood editors, but its grip is
not nearly as firm as it once was. That
said, this update does a good job at
keeping up with the industry.
The new pricing is the biggest
change, as updates are released
quarterly. Currently, if you want to
subscribe to Avid Media Composer
and want to pay month to month, it
will set you back just $25 a month.
Commit to a year and it’s five dollars
cheaper at $20 per month. It gets even
cheaper if you pay for a whole year up
front for $200 flat. This is lower than
previous plans and Avid says the new
pricing is targeted towards “aspriing
and professional editors and filmmakers who work independently and need
advanced editing tools.”
When you look at subscribing to
just Premiere Pro in the same tiers,
Avid matches or beats the price.

What’s new in 2018

A few times over the last year, Avid
has released a new set of updates for
Media Composer. Each had a different focus, however, they all had one
theme: Prepare to be underwhelmed.
Don’t get me wrong, there is some
good stuff in there, but when you strip
the marketing language away from the
VIDEOMAKER >>> MARCH 2019

updates, there
there isn’t
isn’t too
too much
much that’s
that’s
updates,
especially
innovative
or
exciting.
especially innovative or exciting.
Let’s start
start with
with the
the latest
latest update
update and
and
Let’s
go back
back in
in time
time to
to the
the beginning
beginning of
of
go
2018. In
In December,
December, we
we saw
saw an
an update
update
2018.
to
the
titling
tool—
not
revolutionary.
to the titling tool— not revolutionary.
Although it’s
it’s been
been greatly
greatly improved
improved
Although
over previous
previous versions,
versions, Final
Final Cut
Cut Pro
Pro
over
and Premiere
Premiere Pro
Pro have
have both
both had
had this
this
and
type of
of titler
titler built
built in
in for
for years.
years.
type
Avid
also
updated
Multicam
editing
Avid also updated Multicam editing
groups to
to allow
allow you
you to
to make
make adjustadjustgroups
ments to
to multiple
multiple clips
clips at
at the
the same
same
ments
time,
even
with
mixing
frame
rates.
time, even with mixing frame rates.
You’re
also
now
able
to
save
bins
in
You’re also now able to save bins in
the background
background —
— kind
kind of
of hard
hard to
to
the
believe this
this wasn’t
wasn’t already
already aa feature.
feature.
believe
Again,
this
is
something
that
Final Cut
Cut
Again, this is something that Final
Pro
and
Premiere
Pro
have
had
for
Pro and Premiere Pro have had for aa
long time.
time. And
And lastly,
lastly, Media
Media Composer
Composer
long
now works
works better
better with
with DPX
DPX fifiles.
now
les.
The September
September update
update saw
saw the
the
The
addition
of
unlimited
video
playback
addition of unlimited video playback
streams for
for powerful
powerful computers.
computers. This
This
streams
update also
also supports
supports the
the new
new DNxDNxupdate
Uncompressed format,
format, which
which Avid
Avid
Uncompressed
says
is
“...
used
for
import,
transcode,
says is “... used for import, transcode,
mixdown, and
and render,
render, enabling
enabling you
you to
to
mixdown,
work with
with camera
camera originals
originals and
and apply
apply
work
and render
render color
color corrections
corrections and
and VFX
VFX
and
while
maintaining
the
full
bit
depth
while maintaining the full bit depth
of the
the media.”
media.” Lastly,
Lastly, ifif you
you work
work with
with
of
DPX fifiles,
Avid says
says Media
Media Composer
Composer
DPX
les, Avid
now exports
exports DPX
DPX fifiles
up to
to 10
10 times
times
now
les up
faster
than
before.
faster than before.

In July, Avid incorporated the ability
to send video over IP with NDI, giving
users the option to send audio and
video from Media Composer to an
NDI device over a local network. NDI
has already been supported for Final
Cut Pro and Premiere Pro for a while
now. They also allowed a user to resize
windows as they see fit.

Where’s the big news?

If you are subscribing to the product,
why does it remain mostly the same
update after update?
For some, the updates over the last
year could be very helpful. The up-

do it just as well (or better), there isn’t
a compelling reason to keep using a
particular product. Of course, there
is the part where you would need to
learn another program, so that would
have to be factored into a decision to
switch applications. The other factor
is whether your workflow is a part
of a larger production workflow with
many moving parts. Either way, we
would hope that, in the future, Avid
will invest in some research and development that is innovative, not just
focused on keeping up in the industry.
Ok, I’ll get off my soapbox now.

Media Composer’s recently-updated titling tool

Marketplace

We’ve already talked about how Avid
has made their pricing more competitive, even undercutting Adobe’s
subscription cost. But Avid and Adobe
aren’t the only names in the game.
Other options include Apple Final Cut
Pro X, a professional level editor with
tons of support. Plus, once you buy
it for $300, you won’t have to pay for
an update, whether you bought the
program in 2011 or yesterday. At this
price, Final Cut offers tons of value,
though if you don’t have a Mac, it’s
not an option.
If you want even more value, Blackmagic Design DaVinci Resolve 15 is
free. It is limited in a few ways, but if
any of them are a deal breaker, the full
version, Resolve Studio, is available
for $300.
The top-end editors have never
been more competitive. Add in that
they all have similar support and
feature sets, and it really is anyone’s
game. When it comes to editors alone,
Media Composer does it their own
way and became industry leaders
because of this.

Final thoughts
and recommendation

Media Composer is a solid editor that
gets used on the biggest films in the
world. Editing with Media Composer
was once much more exclusive, but
through heavy competition, Avid is
now one option among many. Media
Composer has a robust toolset that, at
their new pricing, is available to the
little guy — not just the studios. We
would love to see Avid invest in some
innovative new features so that they
are able to rise up above their competition like Final Cut Pro and Premiere
Pro, rather than just keep up.
contents

Chris Monlux is Videomaker’s Multimedia Editor.
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You can comment on this article by going online:
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Apple Mac mini

Apple
Mac mini

TECH SPECS

CPU: 3.2GHz 6‑core 8th‑generation
Intel Core i7 (Turbo Boost up to
4.6GHz)

RAM: 32GB 2666MHz DDR4
GPU: Intel UHD Graphics 630
Internal Storage: 1TB SSD storage

by Chris Monlux

Everyday
Everydayuse
use

A strong computer that’s
missing a key component

T

he Apple Mac mini is a solid machine, perfect for those who want
a Mac but don’t have a huge budget.
You can configure it to be as cheap
as $800 or as expensive as $4,200.
In addition, this version offers a huge

Apple

www.apple.com

STRENGTHS
• Small size
• Large range of configuration
WEAKNESSES
• No discrete GPU
SUMMARY
The Apple Mac mini can be configured for just about every need. But is
it robust enough for video editing?
RECOMMENDED USERS
• Online Video Production
• Casual Video Production
contents
full screen
print

$800 - $4,200
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improvement over the last Mac mini,
with more configuration options.
Unusual for today’s Macs, you can
upgrade the RAM ont he Mac mini
after purchase, and this computer
also has loads of ports. It seems to
be a different kind of machine than
what Apple has been offering recently
— most current models do not allow
for RAM upgrades and are famously
limited in terms of connectivity.
In contrast, this is the first computer in a long time that Apple has
released without a built-in screen.
The Mac mini seems a bit too good
to be true. Generally, the Apple Mac
mini is a solid machine, but it’s not
without its imperfections.

Configuration Costs

At its cheapest, the Mac mini comes
with an Intel i3 CPU, 8GB of DDR4
RAM and 128GB of SSD storage.
Regardless of the configuration,
the Mac mini lacks the option for a
discrete GPU, even at the top end.
When fully maxed out, the $4,200
Mac mini comes with a 3.2GHz 6
core Intel i7 CPU, 64GB of DDR4
RAM and 2TB of SSD Storage. That
said, the RAM and the storage are
the biggest factors in terms of cost.
VIDEOMAKER >>> MARCH 2019
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Graphics 630, that’s nothing to brag
about. Once we started to use the
system to edit video, we began to see
its limits.

Video editing
performance

We tested three editors on the Mac
mini: Final Cut Pro X (obviously),
Adobe Premiere Pro CC and Avid
Media Composer. All three editors
were able to do simple editing with

ONCE WE STARTED TO
EDIT VIDEO, WE BEGAN
TO SEE THE LIMITS OF
THE MAC MINI.
4K footage. It wasn’t till we layered
text, blurs and color correction
that the system started to struggle.
Additionally, when it was working
hard, it got very warm. This should
be concerning as excessive heat will
cause long-term problems to the
health of the system and the security of your data.
That said, to get over the lack of
GPU, you could use an external GPU
enclosure connected via Thunderbolt
3. In fact, Blackmagic Design offers one that can only be purchased
via Apple. It’s called the Blackmagic
eGPU. Bear in mind that Mac OS will

More connectivity options than expected on a Mac

Apple.
Apple.Consider
Considerthis:
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32GBofof
RAM
RAMfrom
fromApple
Appleisisaa$600
$600upgrade.
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changeititout
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themselves.

only allow for AMD GPUs to be used
without the hassle of unofficial workarounds. The eGPU will give the same
GPU power as the iMac Pro. Depending on what AMD Radeon graphics
card you get, the eGPU will set you
back an additional $700 to $1,200.

Marketplace

The form factor of the Mac mini
makes it a unique system. Sure, you
can get all of the components in a
larger system for less. However, if a
small form factor is desired, the Mac
mini is surprisingly competitive.
The best apples-to-Apple comparison is the HP Z2 mini G4. For $2,550,
the Z2 can be equipped with the
same CPU and the same amount of
RAM. However, storage is limited to a
256GB SSD. A Mac mini with the same
amount of storage costs $1,900.
Next is the Dell Precision 3430 tower for $3,500. A comparable configuration uses the same CPU and amount
of RAM, but adds a discrete GPU.

Final thoughts
and recommendations

The Mac mini has the ability to be
configured in many different ways and
can range from affordable to expensive, depending on what you choose.
Opt for a smaller internal storage drive
and install your own RAM, and you
can get a system with a very attractive
price point.
In any case, the Mac mini is priced
well in the market and is cheaper than
its direct competition. If you plan on
doing more than simple cuts, you
might want to consider an external
GPU. We were impressed with the Mac
mini overall, though we wish adding a
discrete GPU was an option.
contents

Chris Monlux is Videomaker’s Multimedia Edi‑
tor.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=72005646
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How to choose the right components for your video editing computer
There’s a lot to consider when upgrading your editing system — or building a new
one from scratch. First, let’s take a look at four key components that impact system
performance, then we’ll highlight our picks for the best PC components available today.

B

uying the best components
for your needs means understanding how the CPU, GPU,
RAM and storage options
work together to enhance overall
performance. Let’s go over those key
factors so you know what to expect
from your new system.

1. CPU

The base of any computer is the Central Processing Unit (CPU). The CPU
does all the computational and processing work within your computer.
Early CPUs were simple one core systems that were able to run programs
but did not allow for multitasking.
Today, CPUs come in many different configurations including multiple
threads and cores. Some computers
even offer multiple CPUs within one
system. CPUs with multiple cores or
threads can easily outperform CPUs of
one core with the same clock speed.
Multiple cores mean that one chip
has multiple central processing units.
A quad-core processor, for instance,
has four processing units and is seen
by the operating system as four physical cores. This allows for a faster system because it allows your computer

The best PC components for your
custom video editing computer
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to run multiple programs and tasks at once. For
video editors, a multi-core CPU is a must — it
will be an important base for any editing workstation. Four or more cores should be satisfactory for most video and effects programs.
Threading, or Hyper-Threading, is a way for
one physical CPU core to essentially split up resources and be seen by the operating system as
two virtual cores. This allows for the single core
to split up execution resources and speed up
processes. It is nowhere near as good as having
multiple physical cores, but as an added feature
on modern CPUs, it is helpful for multitasking
and adding an additional layer of performance.
Most post-production software requires a
dual-core processor. A quad-core processor is
going to be better suited for most video work
and a quad-core running at 2.5GHz or faster will
give you optimal performance.

2. RAM

Random Access Memory (RAM) is another
important component of any workstation. RAM
will not necessarily contribute to the speed at
which your machine can perform processes,
but it will contribute to its capabilities in
terms of the size and types of processes you
can perform. Every program, including your
operating system, has memory requirements.
Providing enough RAM allows these programs
to run independently from the hard drive. This
is important because using the hard drive as
swappable memory will slow down your entire
system significantly.
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While DDR5 RAM is faster than DDR4 RAM, as
long as you have enough RAM in general to run
the programs you need, that should be sufficient.
In terms of the amount of RAM to look for at
least 8GB and above. 16GB is a safe bet for most
performance systems.
Error-correcting code (ECC) RAM is also something you should consider as it is not that much
more expensive and adds an additional layer
of data security. ECC RAM is built with an extra
chip that checks data as it transfers in and out of
temporary storage. This transfer is a likely point
for data errors that can result in corrupted files.
In video, corrupted and lost data is unacceptable,
especially when working on a project for a client.
ECC helps to mitigate this concern by looking for
and correcting errors.
Again, 8GB of RAM is the bare minimum you’ll
want in a system, but 16 or 32GB of RAM is recommended for most work. 64GB of RAM or more
may be needed for more intensive workflows.

3. GPU and VRAM

What is more important than standard RAM
is Video RAM (VRAM) which is a part of the
graphics processing unit. The GPU is the central
component for a quality video editing system.
It’s a separate processing unit that comes with its
own RAM and processes the video output of your
computer. While the CPU and RAM are both important in running your computer’s main tasks,
the GPU will be the workhorse of any videobased application, like as Premiere Pro, Final Cut
Pro, After Effects and others. The GPU works with
the CPU to process graphics, textures, video and
everything else involving visual output.
While you may not need a dedicated graphics
card to run your software, you’ll see a notable
boost in performance if you have one. While you
don’t need a top of the line GPU, a quality Nvidia
or AMD unit with at least 4 GB of VRAM is recommended. If your budget is more flexible, professional GPUs like the NVIDIA Quadro series might
be something to consider.
Most video editing software supports a wide
range of video cards, but this isn’t always the
case with animation and effects software. Some
programs have features that don’t work with
certain graphics cards, or else these programs
have only been tested with specific GPU models.
Taking the time to carefully match the software
features you want to use with the video card in
you include in your system can save you a lot of
headaches down the road.

VIDEOMAKER >>> MARCH 2019

4. Storage

In addition to powerful components to run your
video applications, a place to store data is also
important. SSDs are optimal for your system’s
boot drive — where the operating system is
stored — but they can lack storage capacity for
media files. Ideally, you should use a solid state
drive (SSD) with at least 500GB to 1TB of space.
When it comes to storage, the more space the
better. You never want to store your entire portfolio plus assets on one drive, but enough space
on your internal drive to store current project
assets and other items is a must.
Ideally, media files should be kept on a separate drive from the operating system to enhance
your system’s speed. Storing your media files
on external drives can speed up your workflow
and enhance your system’s storage capabilities,
but an external enclosure is not always practical. You can also opt for a second internal drive
— usually a spinning-disk hard drive of a larger
capacity. Any hard drive in your system should
spin at 5400 or 7200 rpm or faster.
An external device should be used for most
long-term storage needs. USB 3 connected drives
are fast enough for most compressed HD work;
however, they’re not fast enough for uncompressed or raw footage. A single drive or a RAID
array of drives connected via Thunderbolt 3
will give you the speed needed for demanding
workflows. These ports can also be used to connect to external devices used for capturing and
monitoring video, so they are important features
to look for.

also included out budget picks for those who
want to build a custom editing system but don’t
have a lot to invest.
And with that, here’s our list of the best PC
components for video editing.

Best CPU

AMD RYZEN Threadripper 1950X 3.4 GHz
16-Core / 32 Threads
While the GPU may do most of your rendering,
the CPU and system RAM will run your software
interface and operating system. There are still
functions in normal video workflow that can
rely heavily on your CPU, such as taking 4K
source footage and scaling it down to SD for a
DVD or a small video file for a website or mobile
app. Most workstations built for video use Intel
processors, but here we’re selecting an AMD
RYZEN for several reasons.
While the 1950X processor may bench test a
bit slower than the comparable 10 core, 3.8 GHz

Meeting Your Needs

Ultimately your purchase decision should come
down to what your needs are and what kind of
a budget you have to work with. If you have the
budget, consider purchasing the most powerful machine you can. As with all technology,
computers are quickly outdated. A higher-end
machine will help future proof your investment
at least for some time.
With that said, if your budget is stricter, there
are still some great choices out there that will
perform well in post-production.

The Best PC Components
for Video Editing

contents

Now that you know what factors to consider as
you shop for a new editing system or system upgrade, here are our picks for the best PC components for a custom video editing system. We’ve
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the world right now and also one of the best
values at around $3,000. It’s paired with 12GB of
VRAM to get you through your renders quickly.
model from Intel, the performance difference in
a typical editing environment would not be very
significant. While this CPU lacks a small bit in
speed, it more than makes up for it by supporting more PCIe cards connected to your motherboard at full speed, which can be a huge benefit
down the road if you want to add additional
video cards, RAID controllers or cards for video
capture or streaming. At $570, it’s also much
cheaper than a comparable Intel CPU. From a
reliability standpoint, the faster processors from
Intel and AMD are on equal ground.

Budget option

AMD RYZEN 5 1600
6-Core 3.2 GHz (3.6 GHz Turbo)
The big differences between this and the toptier option are the number of cores and the

CPU
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Best CPU

AMD RYZEN Threadripper 1950X 3.4 GHz 16-Core / 32 Threads
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Dell Canvas 27

Budget option

XFX Radeon RX 580 GTS Black Edition
While Nvidia tends to dominate the market
thanks to CUDA GPU rendering, software support
for OpenCL continues to expand, making AMD
cards increasingly more appealing. This $250
Radeon RX card from XFX is a solid option for
budget-friendly custom builds.

Best boot drive

Samsung 840 Pro Series 2.5" 512GB SSD
SATA III
An SSD is really the only way to go when it
comes to boot drives. Mechanical hard drives are
much slower and prone to failure. For a zippier,
more reliable option, Samsung 840 Pro SSDs
offer read speeds of up to 540 MB/s and write
speeds up to 520 MB/s at a competitive price
point of around $450. A 512GB drive will be
enough space to comfortably house your operating system and post-production software.

The workspace that breaks boundaries. Bring
your ideas to life with a new 27-inch workspace
that empowers natural digital creation. Featuring
a precise EMR pen, totem, and touch surface.
Learn more at www.dell.com

Sponsored

ram

Budget option

Kingston A400 2.5” 120GB SATA II SSD
We recommend opting for an SSD over an HDD,
even for budget builds. You may need to sacrifice
in terms of capacity, but the benefits of using
a snappier SSD easily outweigh this drawback,
especially when you’ll likely be using a larger internal or external hard drive or RAID to store the
majority of your video data. With read speeds of
up to 500 MB/s and write speeds up to 450MB/s,
the $28 Kingston A400 120GB is a great pick
when trying to keep total system cost low.

A note on storage

You’ll want additional SSD or HDDs for storage
and backup of media and project files. This can
be done with internal drives or external USB 3 or

Best RAM

G.Skill TridentZ Series 32GB (2x16GB) 288-PIN DDR4 3000

BestGPU
GPU
Best
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If you’re ready to start building a fan base and earning income from your
video producing skills, take a few minutes to learn the strategies.

Thunderbolt 3 drives. If you need 4TB or more
of media storage for editing, an external HDDbased RAID storage box maybe be a cheaper,
easier option. See our picks for the best storage
for video editors at videomaker.com/best-storage for more information.

How much power do you need?

If you’re building a video editing computer to
run demanding programs like your editing software or a few others titles like After Effects or
DaVinci Resolve, it makes sense to start by looking at the system requirements for the software
you’ll be using. The components listed here
will work well for most modern video editing
workflows. If you’re going to be using specialized software like Maya for animation, you’ll
want to check the system requirements of these
programs, as well.
The caveat to this is that software companies tend to only give specs for the minimum
hardware needed to run the application with
maybe a single jump up for 4K or 3D editing.
This doesn’t really give you a good concept of

how much power you’ll need. The question of
how much power is needed depends greatly on
the demands of your workflow.
Note also that not all the components listed
here will be compatible in the same build, so do
your research and buy accordingly.
In the end, you’ll want a system that is definitely built for professional video work but not
necessarily state of the art, because that is a lot of
power to sit idle while you decide where to make
that next cut. State of the art computing power
also comes with a premium price, so be realistic
about what your workflow demands and don’t
spend more than you need to.
For more information building your own PC,
see “Assembling a Video Editing Computer from
Scratch” on page 26.

SIGN UP FOR YOUTUBER MAGAZINE
Your videos are awesome. Your friends and family are
always enthusiastic about the latest on your channel.
You know that you have lots of potential, but you’re
still just a drop swimming in the ocean of YouTube.

Contributors to this article include Odin Lindblom and the
Videomaker Editorial staff.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=72005690

Boot
Drive

GPU

Best GPU

Nvidia Titan V

Although it’s certainly important to have
quality content, making your videos
proﬁtable on YouTube requires some
additional marketing strategy.

Best boot drive

Samsung 840 Pro Series 2.5” 512GB SSD SATA III
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XFX Radeon RX 580 GTS Black Edition
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Boot drive budget option

Kingston A400 2.5” 120GB SATA II SSD
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GET THE 70+
PAGE DIGITAL
EDITION FREE

Have you thought about how you will keep
track of fans, whether you’ll need to buy
ads or who your target audience is?
Building your brand is a key step on the
road to making an income from YouTube.

www.videomaker.com/l/youtuber-mag
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Your Step-by-Step Guide to Assembling
a Video Editing Computer from Scratch
A successful DIY computer build requires only patience and attention to detail. It can be nerve-wracking
to handle these delicate, expensive components, but once you know the process, it’s not too difficult.

W

BY ZACH SOLOMON

ith a little research, you will probably
have an idea of which components
you’ll want to use and what you want
your video editing computer to look like. If
you’re still deciding which components to include in your custom build, check out our guide
to selecting the best components for your needs
along with our list of the best PC components
currently available on page 20.
Once you have a solid shopping list, double
check and make sure all of your components are
going to fit together inside the case you’re going
to use — motherboards and other components
come in different sizes, so don’t expect a fullsized motherboard to fit into a small form-factor
case without issues. Larger video cards can also
cause problems with smaller cases.
Since you’ll likely choose a processor as the
basis for the rest of your system, it’s also important
that you choose a motherboard that is compatible
with the processor you will be using. AMD and
Intel processors have different sockets, so choosing

the correct motherboard for your socket type is the
most important thing to consider. Otherwise, everything else is fairly modular. RAM, power supply,
hard drives and your video card should be chosen
to suit the requirements of what you want to do
with your new machine.

Getting Started

Assembling your computer only takes attention
to detail and some patience. Make sure to analyze your parts first to get an idea of what they
look like and read any instructions that were
included. Take extra time with the motherboard
to understand where the different components
and cables will be connected. Organize your
workspace on a non-conductive surface; your
dining room table will do fine. And don’t forget
your screwdriver.
Step 1: Install the Motherboard
You’ll want to start with preparing the empty
case for the motherboard. Lay the case on its
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Seat the Processor
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Your Step-by-Step Guide to Assembling a Video Editing Computer from Scratch

Install RAM

Provide Your System with Power
side and begin installing the motherboard
stand-offs. These raise the motherboard up
off of the case to keep the motherboard safe
from shorting out on the case’s steel frame.
There will be a specific pattern that you
will need to use to install the stand-offs — a
quick analysis of the motherboard will help
you determine what the pattern is and, in
some cases, the patterns are labeled inside
of the case based on the size of motherboard
you wish to use. Continue by securing the
motherboard onto the stand-offs with the
screws provided.
Step 2: Seat the Processor
When installing the processor into the motherboard, make sure you have the arrow on the
processor itself aligned with the arrow printed
on the motherboard. If you try to force the
processor to fit in the wrong orientation, it will
end up getting ruined.
Also, take note of the processor having pins
on the underside. Although some processors
do not have them, if yours does, you can easily bend or break these pins with your fingers
while attempting to install your processor into
the motherboard. This is the most delicate
parts of the build, and also likely one of the
most expensive, so take care in ensuring your
processor is correctly aligned.
Once your processor is seated into the socket, secure the processor to the motherboard
with the retention lever.
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Step 3: Install the Heat Sink
Before attaching the heat sink that will keep
your processor cool, you’ll need to apply
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some thermal paste to the back of your processor. The amount of thermal paste needed will
vary depending on your processor, but ideally,
when the heatsink is attached to the motherboard and tightened down on the processor,
the thermal paste will spread evenly over the
entire processor. Don’t apply so much that it
will seep out the sides and onto your motherboard. A pea-sized amount is usually perfect.
Once the thermal paste is applied, attach the
heat sink assembly directly on top of the processor, securing it in place with screws. If excess
thermal paste seeps out, wipe it away. The heat
sink also has a fan that you will need to plug into
the motherboard.
Step 4: Install RAM
Now that we have the hard part out of the way,
we can finish up and get the rest of our components installed. Install the RAM into its slots,
noticing each stick goes only one way into its respective slot. If you are using fewer sticks of RAM
than your motherboard supports, check your
motherboard manual to be sure you are using the
appropriate slots. This will ensure you are getting
the full performance from your installed RAM.
Once the RAM is inserted, firmly snap the retention lever into place, seating the RAM into the
motherboard completely.
Step 5: Provide Your System with Power
Next, situate the power supply inside of the case
and secure it to the case with the four screws
provided. The power supply will have several
cables that power different components of your
machine. While plugging the appropriate cable
from the power supply into the motherboard,
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Add Drives

Seat the Video Card

you can start organizing the cables so that everything is out of the way and won’t get tangled up
later on. Proper airflow is also a consideration
when organizing your case.
Step 6: Add Drives
Install your storage drives — SSD or HDD — in the
designated area inside the case and connect both
the cable from the power supply and the SATA
cables that transmit data back and forth from the
hard drive to the motherboard. The SATA cables
should be included with your selected drives. If
your new system includes an optical disc drive,
you can install that now as well.
Step 7: Seat the Video Card
All that we have left is to install the video card,
also referred to as the graphics card or GPU. Gently place the video card into its PCIe slot. Make
sure the mounting holes are lined up to the case
and screw the two screws in, securing the video
card to the case. Then, you can plug the cables
from the power supply into the video card to
give it power.
Step 8: Close the Case
Once all of the major components have been
installed, give your build one last look to make
sure all components are secured, everything
is plugged in and cables are as organized as
possible. The case you choose might have fans
mounted on the inside — or space to add your
own. If so, you can connect the fans to the motherboard in the appropriate plugs. Once that’s
done, it’s time to close up the case and move on
to the final steps of getting your new computer
up and running.

Step 9: Plug in and Boot up
All you need to do now is connect the power
cord to the new computer you just built, along
with the monitor and other peripherals you
want to use. From there, you can get to installing
the operating system of your choice — usually
Windows with certain special exceptions.
When you first start your newly-built computer, you’ll have the option to enter setup mode
to view and edit your BIOS, or Basic Input/Output System — this is the basic firmware on every
system than controls hardware initialization.
Familiarize yourself with the BIOS menu and
address any indications that a component is not
working correctly. Next, find the boot priority
options and make sure your optical drive or USB
drive — depending on how your operating system will be installed — is first on the list.
Step 10: Install the Operating System
From there, you can insert your operating
system install DVD or USB drive and restart the
system. Follow the instructions on the screen to
complete the installation. If everything boots up
properly, you’ll know you have succeeded.

Congratulations! You’ve assembled your very
own custom PC exactly to your specifications.
Now it’s time to start on the real work of editing
your next masterpiece.
Zach Solomon could assemble at least three
working computers from parts stored in his
closet.
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You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=96667
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BY LANDON DYKSTERHOUSE

How do you distribute
an independent documentary?

VETERAN
FILMMAKERS
SHARE THEIR
SECRETS

In 2018, documentary film enjoyed greater
mainstream success than ever before. Hence, some
are calling this the Golden Era of the genre.

N

oteworthy new documentaries like “Minding the
Gap” and “Bad Reputation:
the Joan Jett documentary”
(both Sundance alums) made huge
impacts on social media and with
their theatrical runs. “Minding the
Gap” was acquired by Hulu. “Bad
Reputation” released on-demand and
on iTunes in September 2018.
There is no doubt that subscription companies like Netflix and Hulu
have also helped contribute to the
revival of the doc genre. Besides
that, cable networks like CNN, HBO,
Showtime, ESPN and Fox have also
started to acquire more docs. Thus,
the demand for nonfiction storytelling has sky-rocketed.
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Together, with my dear friend and
mentor, doc director Kevin Kerslake,
we’ll share a few ways documentary
films can reach audiences. We’ll also
discuss how to navigate theatrical
releases and licensing deals.
Later, we’ll review the nitty gritty
of subscription and transaction-based
online releases (also known as SVOD
and TVOD).

A Doc Distribution Case-Study

I met Kerslake a few years ago at a Las
Vegas screening for a doc he directed, “As I Am: Life and Times of DJ AM.”
The film is a doc feature about the late
Adam Goldstein, aka DJ AM.
Kerslake has a prestigious reputation that includes directing credits

full screen

“Bad Reputation,” (top left) “El Pantera” (top right) and “As I Am” (bottom) each took a unqiue
and, at times, unexpected path to successful distribution.
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“BECAUSE OF THE
IMPACT OF THE
EVENT, THE DESIRE
WAS TO MAKE A
PUSH TO CROSS
OVER, TO FIND A
BIGGER AUDIENCE,
TO TELL THE
ANTHROPOLOGICAL
ASPECT OF THAT
CULTURE.”

with iconic rock bands Nirvana,
Soundgarden, and The Ramones. Outside of the music world, he has also
made short films and commercials for
brands like Quicksilver and Nike.
His documentary films have
reached large audiences. Moreover, “As I Am” premiered at the
Tribeca Film Festival and was eventually acquired by Showtime, and “Bad
Reputation” premiered at Sundance in
2018, then launched a theatrical run
and a worldwide release on iTunes in
the fall of the same year.
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Unique Evolution
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For Kerslake, documentary film-making evolved naturally from his music
video work and from the short films
he created. Besides that, he was doing
film work for Insomniac Events in
the early 2000s, long before the rave
scene hit.
Insomniac is the company behind
Electric Daisy Carnival (aka EDC),
which went on to become one of the
biggest electronic music festivals in
the world.
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to tell the anthropological aspect of
that culture,” Kerslake explains. He
continues, “We were sort of gunning
for, but never started looking for, a
theatrical release.”
As a result, Kerslake and his team
ended up partnering with a company
called NCM/Fathom events. They had
a partnership with major theater
chains across the country. NCM/Fathom has the science down for how to
throw these one-night theater events.

Solid Partnerships

Of the EDC doc, Kerslake recalls how
the partnership was just the right fit at
the right time. Looking back, he says,
“It’s such an event based culture, so
we anticipated having great success;
we broke records with pre-sale tickets
for theaters.”
According to Kerslake, “People
were dancing in the aisles, something
theaters weren’t keen on experiencing. It was the model of distribution
we ended up adopting for the DJ AM
doc, “As I Am,” as well, coupled with
longer runs in NY and LA.”
A company called Abramorama
distributed “As I Am” theatrically.

Abramorama is an independent
marketing company that specializes
in music films. With their help, “As I
Am” opened in New York and LA in
the summer of 2016. After that, the
film rolled out to theaters across the
country in music-centric areas such as
Austin and Las Vegas.
“Because we are music related and
pop culture based, we work directly
with those entities,” Kerslake says,
regarding his distribution efforts and
partnerships with companies like
Abramorama and NCM/Fathom.
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Bad Reputation (2018)

“IT’S SUCH AN EVENT
BASED CULTURE, SO
WE ANTICIPATED HAVING GREAT SUCCESS;
WE BROKE RECORDS
WITH PRE-SALE TICKETS FOR THEATERS.
PEOPLE WERE DANCING IN THE AISLES.”
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Electric Daisy Carnival Experience (2011)

Kevin Kerslake started his career making
music videos, then leveraged those skills and
connections as a doc ﬁlmmaker.

Deeper on Distribution

“ALL THE PRESS IS
THERE, AND IT’S THEIR
JOB TO REPORT ON
YOUR FILM. IF YOU’RE
IN THE CONVERSATIONS, THAT’S MONEY
YOU DON’T HAVE TO
SPEND.”
contents

When working with a distribution partner who takes on your film, Kerslake
suggests the key is to “Know your audience, do your homework, and know
where you’re going to get traction.”
Secondly, he notes that the “Most
imperative thing is taking care of
[your] home-base and building enough
potential to crossover to a broader audience. Once it performs well at home,
something becomes a phenomenon,
it’s important to do that homework.”
Getting a theatrical run for your
doc film is rare, especially if you don’t
have the support of a major music
label or brand like Kerslake had. However, that doesn’t mean you should
give up all hope of seeing your film on
the big screen.

The Festival Circuit

full screen

Another way to get that type of theatrical distribution for your documen-
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tary is to play film festivals. Major film
festivals are often still the entryway
into major distribution paths.
Kerslake says “It’s imperative I
think. For ‘As I Am’ and ‘Bad Reputation,’ it was inarguable. We were lucky
to play great festivals that helped us
find distribution that we didn’t have
before either festival.”
Kerslake goes on to say it’s also
important to play festivals because
“it helps build awareness in the film
community. All the press is there, and
it’s their job to report on your film.
If you’re in the conversations, that’s
money you don’t have to spend. It
can help if you have a good showing.
Those two things are important.”
Press at major festivals like Tribeca
and Sundance — where Kerslake
premiered his last two docs — stems
from the prestigious reputation of those
festivals. Playing multiple regional film
festivals can have a similar effect.

“I have friends who haven’t played
those festivals but played regional
festivals; you don’t necessarily need
to be playing the big splash festivals
to get around, but playing more of the
regional festivals can have a similar
effect because distribution is so viral.”

Persistence is Key

In my own experience with doc
distribution, I’d have to agree that
even playing one regional film festival
can help your film find a distribution
path. Our last doc release, entitled “El
Pantera” (2017) and focusing on Mexican UFC fighter Yair Rodriguez, was
entered into all the major festivals like
SXSW, Tribecca and others, but was
not selected.
After several months of submitting
and getting passed on, we then came
across a more niche festival called the
New York Latino Film Festival. After
some back and forth with the festival

programmers, we were selected for
the festival and ended up winning
“Best Documentary Film.”
This breakthrough eventually led
to the film landing a distribution deal
with a major broadcasting company
later on.
The way the distribution deal played
out was not typical. The festival itself
did not lead to a direct offer for “El
Pantera,” but it did help us leverage a
licensing deal with Fox Latin America
a couple months later.
That experience at NYLFF put us in
direct contact with the head of HBO
documentaries, whom we met at a
panel. HBO did review our film for
consideration but ended up passing
V I D E O M AKE R > > > M AR C H 2 0 1 9

on the project. The award for “Best
Documentary” and media buzz from
the festival raised the portfolio of our
film and was the tipping point for us
to securing a Fox LatAm deal.

Social Media Plays a Role

The conversations for that Fox LatAm
deal actually started via a direct message on Instagram from a Fox programmer who saw our film’s poster
before the festival and reached out to
us, inquiring about distribution. We
invited the programmer to the film
festival premiere, but they could not
make the showing.
However, shortly after the success
of the premiere, we were invited to
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a meeting with the Fox LatAm SVP
of acquisitions at the American Film
Market to discuss licensing options.
We did not finalize our deal with Fox
LatAm until seven months after the
initial first message on Instagram, but
it did prove that, even if you don’t
receive the exposure from a major
festival, you can still score a licensing
deal with a major broadcast company
like the Fox Network.
Timing and scope of the project are
important as well. Fox was launching
their online package, Fox Premium,
and used our film as a lead into UFC
and other combat sports based content in Latin America.

The Right Place and Time

Another important factor to consider
for doc distribution rollout is timing
and sequencing windows. This refers
to when the film releases online after
it’s theatrical run or film festival premiere. Timing is crucial.
You want the film to be available
for your audience when there is the
most buzz around it — if at all possible: “One thing that crippled us for
the EDC film — there ended up being
a riot at the LA premiere. We were

booked to play 600 theatres but had
unforeseen circumstances.

Unpredictable Events will Happen

In an attempt to leverage his following, Kaskade tweeted the night before
that there was a block party the night
of the premiere. So 15,000 people
showed up and flooded into the
streets of DTLA, stopping the traffic.
For that reason, the LAPD riot squad
came out shooting rubber bullets
and sandbags at people. “We held the
screening still, but LAPD contacted the
other theatre chains warning them
about the riot, causing us to lose 90
percent of those theatre showings.”
While some people may even
think an event like that could have
been capitalized on in today’s society,
that wasn’t the case. In the end, the
EDC film couldn’t be shown for four
months due to an exclusive rights deal
with NCM/Fathom, the theatrical distribution company. Maybe if a closer
online release date had been set, Kerslake and team could have capitalized
on the moment in that way.
Certainly, Kerslake says “When setting the windows, make it as close as
possible. The theatrical run does not

make money; it’s a marketing run.
You capitalize on that second run, the
transactional release. If the film is out
of people’s conscience, then it does
not work — important to sequence it
that way.”
Our doc films, “The Proving
Grounds” and “El Pantera,” both
had transactional video on demand
releases and center around stories
based on mixed martial arts fighters.
Above all, we always make a concentrated effort to schedule the online
release around one of the primary
characters’ upcoming UFC fights. This
optimizes click-through rates for our
potential audience.
We found that viewers are more
likely to buy or rent the film when
they are excited to learn more about
their favorite fighter leading up to
their fight. Getting these sequencing
and release windows right can play a
crucial part in an indie doc’s success.
Optimizing viral opportunities
around release dates can lead to
larger revenue returns. This is why, in
order for a film to have a successful
release, the filmmaker and the distribution company have to communicate effectively.

Subscription-based Licensing Deals

A licensing deal from Netflix, Hulu,
HBO, Showtime or Amazon often
comes from a strong film festival
showing. Alternatively, they are
conceived early on with an original
production deal where the company is
financing the film from the start.
The big subscription platforms like
Netflix are also constantly evolving. In
the past, they would only consider an
indie doc film if it had a strong theatrical run, but now Netflix is focusing
on more original content produced
in-house. They also rely on aggreators,
or large scale distributors, to find new
content suitable for the platform.
Licensing deals for films picked
up by companies like Hulu can start
around $40-60k and vary dramatically
from there. If you are lucky enough
to get a licensing offer from Netflix,
a lower-end deal could start around
$100k and an exclusive licensing deal
offer could rise as high as $5 million,
which was the acquisition price for the
award-winning doc film “Icarus.”
“Icarus” was a buzzworthy film that
premiered at Sundance in 2017 and
focused on the ongoing Russian doping scandal. Keep in mind, however,

that this is one of the largest ever
deals for a documentary.
More common distribution paths
for indie docs include SVOD (streaming video on demand) and TVOD
(transactional video on demand)
methods via an aggregator. An aggregator can be any type of distribution
company that can get a film on digital
storefronts and online retailers like
e iTunes, Vimeo, Google Play, Vudu,
Playstation, Xbox and Amazon.
The Orchard and Filmbuff are two
aggregators that can get a film onto
an online platform like iTunes, but
there are also many others. Connect-

IT PROVED THAT, EVEN
IF YOU DON’T RECEIVE
EXPOSURE FROM A
MAJOR FESTIVAL, YOU
CAN STILL SCORE A
DEAL WITH A MAJOR
BROADCAST COMPANY LIKE THE FOX
NETWORK.
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Though many festivals passed on “El Pantera,”
we eventually found a sucessful distribution
path starting at the New York Latino Film
Festival.

OPTIMIZING VIRAL
OPPORTUNITIES CAN
LEAD TO LARGER
REVENUE RETURNS.
THIS IS WHY THE
FILMMAKER AND
THE DISTRIBUTION
COMPANY HAVE
TO COMMUNICATE
EFFECTIVELY.
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El Pantera (2018)
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tor where the distributor will receive
a fee anywhere from 15-30 percent of
the transactional sales.
These companies then pay the
production company a quarterly
check based on the revenue sales from
the online retailers. The more people
who buy or rent your film, the more
revenue you will collect at the end of
each quarter. Typical aggregator deals
can last from 5-7 years.
Notably, this is where viral marketing, meme blasts or having a notable
star in your film can help it gain traction via sales.
Certainly, if your film does well in
digital storefronts and rises up the
iTunes documentary charts, your
aggregator can also help negotiate
a pitch to get it on a subscription
service. This is a roundabout way of
landing your film on a Netflix or Hulu.
Though it’s not very common, it does
happen occasionally if your film is
popular enough.
Kerslake says, “Licensing deals, typically — numbers are so much further
south than an original film deal. Doing
bundled deals, where the aggregator
pitches 10 or 20 films, you’re a widget
versus an original.”

Maybe it’s safe to say you won’t
be commanding a $5 million deal
like “Icarus,” but you could still earn
another $50-150k in licensing fees
on top of your transactional sales —
which is respectable. Kerslake’s “As
I Am” commanded a licensing deal
with Showtime and also a wider transactional release with Filmbuff.
Even still, rights and territories for
films can be negotiated on a project
by project basis. Typically a licensing
fee to a larger platform like Netflix or
HBO is a great way to secure revenue
up front. However, bringing your film
to a transactional platform like iTunes
can help it reach a wider audience
and make it available over a longer
period of time to your audience.

Looking Ahead

Doc distribution is a tricky space
that continues to evolve. Reach and
audience engagement do not always
correlate with profitability.
As a result, “It depends on where
you end up. Dealing with other issues, activating bootleg cultures, in a
culture prone to pirating and sharing,
that’s the outlier. The more people,
the more return on your invest-

ment. It’s all a game getting the most
amount of people to your film and
helping them find it using as little
effort as possible to get to that point,”
Kerslake says.
Some final advice from Kerslake:
“Have composure to assess the offers
you’re given, or offers you need to
generate when you’re completely
exhausted, impatient and financially
exhausted. These sorts of pressures
are difficult to bear. Take your time to
assess the virtues of one offer over another; always being mindful you just
donated a lot of blood getting your
film done.”
So, what’s the best way to have
your doc reach your audience? This
can be a number of options, but a
combination of traditional theatrical
and newer online rollouts seem to be
the best duo at the moment.
“People have one or a handful of
ways of getting content; they are
not changing behavior. You have to
change the way you roll out your
product to them. It changed the way I
looked at film; they are either going to
wait for a platform they use, or you’re
going to go them.” There is no exact
science to indie doc film distribution.
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If you’re lucky enough to play a
major film festival, land a theatrical
run, or nab a subscription licensing
deal, along with a second or third
window TVOD release, then there is
a good chance your film will reach a
wide audience.
If you are able to land an original
licensing deal with an SVOD service,
that can be lucrative and effective, too.
Kerslake ends with one remark.
“You may even consider building a
pitch deck and cutting a trailer before
your film is finished to get a distributor on board… Hit a couple of key
people. How you get a hold of those
people — there’s an art to that, too.”
There is no clear-cut archetype for
independent documentary distribution, except this:
Do what works best for your film,
your resources and your audience.
Landon is an award winning independent
documentary filmmaker who has completed 3
feature documentary films, that have all gone
onto be distributed, including his latest picture
El Pantera which was acquired by the Fox Network Group
You can comment on this article by going online: www.videomaker.com/?p= 71106168

“HAVE COMPOSURE
TO ASSESS THE
OFFERS YOU’RE GIVEN,
OR OFFERS YOU NEED
TO GENERATE WHEN
YOU’RE COMPLETELY
EXHAUSTED,
IMPATIENT AND
FINANCIALLY
EXHAUSTED.”

The Proving Grounds (2013)

VIRAL MARKETING,
MEME BLASTS OR
HAVING A NOTABLE
STAR IN YOUR FILM
CAN HELP IT GAIN
TRACTION VIA SALES.

ing with one of these companies can
occur via a film festival, a film’s online
presence or even by the filmmaker’s
solicitation. Going with a more reputable company like the Orchard can
usually ensure a smoother delivery of
your film to the online platform and
make your film easier for your audience to find.
After we completed our licensing
deal with Fox LatAm for “El Pantera,”
we still had the distribution rights
available for North America. I talked
to a buddy of mine who connected
me with another filmmaker who had
worked with the Orchard.
He then connected me to the acquisitions head for sports docs, who
offered to take the film and put it on
the transactional digital platforms. As
a result, in addition to “El Pantera”
being available in Latin America on
Fox Premium channels, the film is
also available on all the major online
retailers in North America and the UK.
These types of distribution deals
don’t usually involve an upfront
licensing fee or advance from the
aggregator to the filmmaker. Instead,
it usually involves an agreement between the filmmaker and the aggrega-
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by Blag Ivanov

Add impact to your graphics
Sound effects will give your
titles and graphics more impact.
Here are some tips on effectively
adding sound effects to your
motion graphics, along with
links to some essential sounds.
Motion graphics help give more life
and motion (literally) to anything
ranging from title credits and presentations to projects that fall under the
multimedia category. Likewise, the
sounds you add to these sequences —
from adding simple swooshes, pops
and bangs all the way to full-blown
audio sequences — will make them
more effective in conveying both
mood and message.
This can be as simple as adding a
swoosh to an animated title or slide
transition in a presentation. It’s easy
to find a classic swoosh sound that
would be equally at home in a fight
scene or accompanying transition in a
title sequence.
Another example of audio complementing a title sequence is the Marvel
Studios introduction from the first
“Iron Man” movie. In this example, we
hear the sound of pages flipping and
whooshing as the Marvel name flashes.
This gives the comic book style graphics more physicality and reinforces the
intended look and feel.
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While being too continuous to be considered
a one-shot effect, music can be used to create
similar results. The title sequence of “Monty
Python’s Holy Grail” uses several music beds to
play along with the ever-increasing shenanigans
taking place in the title text until the produces
give up and switch to a bright blaring screen.

Popular Sounds

Below, we’ve compiled a list of commonly-used
sound effects and where to find them. Use this
list as a starting point when building your sound
effects library. And don’t be afraid to manipulate
the base sounds to better fit your production.
Pops

Cartoon pop
https://freesound.org/people/unfa/sounds/245645/

Thuds

Try it for yourself by editing and
blending the page flipping sounds from
the links at the end of this article.

Some browsing required

Once you have an idea of the type of
sound that you want to use, you should
take the time to browse and compare
different variations. Furthermore, pick
sounds that naturally fit your graphic.
Look for clips that are close to the right
duration and fit the overall style. Also,
blending sounds is not uncommon, just
remember to compare and contrast.
Try to use uncompressed files like
WAVE or AIFF when possible. Compressed audio formats introduce
unwanted compression artifacts and
reduce fidelity.

The Marvel Studios
introduction from
the first “Iron Man”
movie uses the
sound of pages flipping and whooshing
as the Marvel name
flashes.
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What about music?
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Placement

These sounds are additive elements
and most often sit a little further back
in the mix. Avoid competing with dialogue and drowning out other sounds.
First of all, this doesn’t mean that you
should never give prominence to certain sounds. The accompanying sound
effect can be pushed forward in the
mix when using graphics as exclamations, for example. Just think back
to the original “Batman” television
series’ “POWs” and “BANGS”.
Likewise, you can also try panning
sounds when working with a graphic
that enters from either side and moves
across the screen. A coordinating
sound will give the graphic a greater
feeling of movement. You can quickly
tell if this adds value to your scene.
You can widen an effect’s profi
profile
le
with stereo imaging plugins that can
change the stereo spread and give it a
wider sound. The sound could still be
centered but would be perceived as
having more width or presence.
Finally, reverb and delay can be
used to create scale. Imagine a graphic
dropping in a like a giant weight —
wouldn’t it be great if we used a bit of
reverb or delay on the accompanying
sound effect to give the imposing thud
a little bit more staying power?

Slow page flipping
https://freesound.org/people/InspectorJ/
sounds/416179/

Alarms

Air raid siren
https://freesound.org/people/nooly/sounds/382611/
Fire alarm
https://freesound.org/people/Lame%20Name/
sounds/202053/

Screams

Wilhelm Scream
https://freesound.org/people/Syna-Max/
sounds/64939/
Female scream
https://freesound.org/people/kokopetiyot/
sounds/218417/

Thud
https://freesound.org/people/nebulasnails/
sounds/405536/

Male scream
https://freesound.org/people/adriancalzon/
sounds/220619/

Zings

Magical zing with chimes
https://youtu.be/BkNyLpoy1co

Crowd screaming
https://freesound.org/people/InspectorJ/
sounds/421852/

Swooshes

Gunshots

Bass Drop

Machine gun burst
https://freesound.org/people/pgi/sounds/212600/

Bamboo swoosh
https://freesound.org/people/InspectorJ/
sounds/394413/

Classic bass drop
https://youtu.be/fR2e2SRBjjw
Dirty bass drop
https://freesound.org/people/GnoteSoundz/
sounds/169713/

Shatters

Picture frame shattering
https://freesound.org/people/SpliceSound/
sounds/156578/
Glass shattering
https://freesound.org/people/qubodup/
sounds/219940/

Page Flipping

Fast page flipping
https://freesound.org/people/amholma/
sounds/344359/

Single gunshot
https://freesound.org/people/GregsMedia/
sounds/150137/

Heavy machine gun
https://freesound.org/people/ShawnyBoy/
sounds/165394/

Explosions

Car explosion
https://freesound.org/people/Iwiploppenisse/
sounds/156031/

With that, you can start experimenting with
adding sound effects to your own graphics.
Blag spends his time between software development, IT,
and audio. He works at a software company and is a contributing editor at Videomaker where he mainly focuses on, you
guessed it, audio.
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OPINION
by Nicole LaJeunesse

The lifespan of your video content may be
shorter than you think
Ephemeral video content is a new trend in video production that requires
video producers to change the way we think about our workflow.

Social media continues to grow as one
of the primary destinations for video
distribution. As a result, more and
more viewers are engaging with video
designed to last only a day or two.
With fast moving news feeds on
Facebook and live videos that disappear once the have concluded on
Instagram, viewers are being trained
to watch videos as they are available or risk missing out entirely.
The trend may have started with
the inherently ephemeral nature of
videos posted to Snapchat, but it has
since spread across platforms. For
instance, in addition to its live video
feature, Instagram also encourages the use of ephemeral video
via Instagram Stories. Like Stories
on Snapchat, these casual images
and videos disappear 24 hours after
being published. Not coincidentally,
Stories also offer a rare opportunity
to attach a link directly to your image or video on Instagram. Getting
users to your website requires a
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clumsy workaround when posting to
the main Instagram feed.
Ephemeral content has several
advantages over video made to be
viewed over the course of months or
even years, especially in the eyes of
marketers. The fleeting nature of this
type of content means that viewers
are more likely to take immediate
action based on what they see. These
videos also typically feel more personal, both because of the delivery
method and because they are often
less polished than more traditional
video content.
The style, length and even aspect
ratio of this type of video content will
vary based on the destination platform, but regardless of where you’ll be
posting, the best ephemeral video has
a well-defined purpose, a clear target
audience and a direct call to action.
A runtime of two minutes is on
the long side for this type of video,
and this short format allows for
generally quicker
turnaround
times. Knowing
the video will be
obsolete in a matter of days also
helps stave off the
urge to go back
and perfect that
one last cut or
graphic. The use
of templates that
can be reused on
any number of
projects speeds
up production
even more.
VIDEOMAKER >>> MARCH 2019
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Overall, the increase in production
capacity means videos can be tailored not only to specific events but
also to specific people — or at least,
specific marketing personas. With
these advantages, marketers are leveraging this phenomenon as part of
their advertising campaigns — relying partially on audience FOMO (fear
of missing out) to make sure viewers
stay engaged.
For video producers, the trend
means sped up workflows that push
the balance between quality and

A RUNTIME OF TWO
MINUTES WOULD BE
ON THE LONG SIDE FOR
THIS TYPE OF VIDEO.
efficiency. It calls for a shift in how
projects are planned and produced,
and what is expected in the finished
results. No longer is shelf-life a primary concern. These videos are not
expected to viewed more than a few
days after they are published, so the
traditional rules to making a project
look timeless simply don’t apply.
In fact, attaching a specific date to
your video may actually highlight
its relevance and make it seem more
timely to viewers looking for specific
information on current events or a
recent news announcement.
In many ways, this rise in ephemeral video content mirrors the
increasing appetite for fleeting text
content. Demand for lightweight

video produced on tight deadlines
will increase as video continues to
replace or complement text in many
applications. Bloggers and journalist,
however, are already in the mindset
that their work is created to serve a
specific purpose and will eventually

EPHEMERAL VIDEO
DEMANDS A DIFFERENT
MINDSET AND A DIFFERENT WORKFLOW.
no longer be relevant. Many video
producers do not share this mindset.
The reporter doesn’t get wistful over
past news stories, and nor should
the videographer producing content
for social media.
What we as videographers need
to recognize is that this new form
of video is neither better nor worse
than more long-lived content.
It’s just different, and it therefore
demands a different mindset and a
different workflow. Video production is moving faster and faster as
demand continues to rise. Our tools
are continually improving to meet
the demands of these new fastpaced workflows, but video producers must also mentally prepare to let
content drift away into the ether as
its usefulness expires.
Nicole is Videomaker’s Managing Editor.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=72006732

THUNDERBOLT NAS WITH 10GbE FOR
FAST VIDEO EDITING
Contact our storage experts at usasales@qnap.com. Learn more about QNAP’s
video storage solutions: www.qnap.com/solution/video-storage/

Master:
Choosing a Music Video Genre
Forming Ideas for Music Videos
Contracts for Music Videos
Pre-Production for Music Videos
Directing Music Video Shoots
Editing Music Video
Find the right concept and your video will appeal to audiences and show off the music to its best
ability. But that's only the first step. You'll also need to understand the nuts and bolts of putting the
video together, directing musicians, editing for music and even protecting yourself with an ironclad
contract. Available in DVD or Digital Downloadable Formats.

Learn more at: videomaker.com/VideosThatRock
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by Kyle
Kyle Cassidy
Cassidy

When (not) to shoot RAW
A RAW image frame is like a film
negative — different processing
gives you different results. While
it can be more cumbersome to
work with, the flexibility RAW
provides can be invaluable.
Your camera sensor captures a
bewildering amount of data, and by
default, your camera makes some
decisions on the fly and throws most
of this data out. By contrast, a RAW
image frame is like a film negative
— different processing can give you
different results.
Using a non-RAW format, like
MPEG, is sort of like sending your
film to the local drug store for processing. Maybe most of the time it’s
fine, but sometimes you want the
ability to go back and make your
own decisions about things like
white balance, sharpening, exposure,
highlights, shadows, lens corrections
and more.
Uncompressed RAW video retains
all the information coming off of the
sensor. When your camera throws
out data to save on file size, this
compression can — and does — lead
to artificating. This phenomenon
can also be refered to as “compres-
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APART FROM BEING MUCH
LARGER, RAW ALSO REQUIRES
POST-PRODUCTION WORK TO
MAKE IT VIEWABLE.

sion legacies.” Artifacting most often
appears as distracting blocks in the
shadow areas of your video.
Since your video is probably going
to end up in a compressed format
ultimately, some artifacting is inevitable. Like so many things in video
production and in life, compression is
a balancing act between convenience
and appearance.

When to Skip RAW

If my mom texts and says “send me
some video of that adorable cat of
yours playing with that toy I knitted

Using a compressed
video format will
allow you to share
your cat’s crazy
antics more quickly
and with less
hassel. You generally don’t need the
flexibility of RAW in
this kind of situation, so it’s okay to
skip it.

her,”
her,” I’d
I’d be
be aa real
real jerk
jerk to
to send
send aa sixsixgigabyte
gigabyte RAW
RAW camera
camera file
file back.
back. Your
Your
camera
camera isis fairly
fairly good
good at
at making
making averaverage
age decisions
decisions about
about average
average lighting
lighting
conditions
conditions for
for average
average use.
use.
Similarly,
Similarly, ifif you’re
you’re shooting
shooting video
video
simply
simply for
for recreational
recreational purposes,
purposes,
shooting
shooting in
in aa compressed
compressed file
file format
format
isis fine
fine —
— expected
expected even.
even. RAW
RAW files
files are
are
enormous
enormous and
and disk
disk space,
space, howeverhowevercheap,
cheap, isis not
not free.
free. So,
So, ifif you’re
you’re sure
sure

RAW IS REALLY GOOD
AT FIXING VIDEO THAT
WAS POORLY SHOT IN
THE FIRST PLACE.
you’ll
you’ll never
never want
want to
to use
use this
this footage
footage
for
for something
something important,
important, you’re
you’re probprobably
ably ok
ok not
not shooting
shooting raw.
raw.
RAW
RAW isis really
really good
good at
at fixing
fixing video
video
that
that was
was poorly
poorly shot
shot in
in the
the first
first place.
place.
IfIf you
you have
have aa lot
lot of
of control
control over
over your
your
video
video setup
setup —
— for
for example,
example, ifif you’re
you’re
able
able to
to set
set your
your white
white balance
balance in
in
advance
advance and
and you
you know
know lighting
lighting isn’t
isn’t
going
going to
to change
change —
— you’re
you’re probably
probably
okay
okay shooting
shooting MPEG.
MPEG.
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Apart from being much larger, RAW also requires post-production work to make it viewable;
this is often a hindrance if you just want to get
something out the door.
Likewise, if you’ve never shot RAW before,
don’t begin with an important project. The
hardware requirements for editing RAW video,
especially in high resolutions, are significantly
greater than for MPEG and other compressed

VIDEOMAKER >>> MARCH 2019

formats. Consider also that an SD card that
works fine for one format may not have the
throughput for RAW. Test everything out first —
which means taking 30 minutes or so of video
to make sure your card and your camera’s buffer can handle all the data.

When to absolutely use RAW

RAW gives you so many options for changing
the way your movie looks after you’ve shot
it that any time you think you might want to
combine footage shot at different places in different times or exert any creative control over
what the final product looks like, RAW is what
you should use. Other times that you’ll want to
use RAW include when you’re unsure of your
lighting conditions — whether you have mixed
lighting sources or you’ll be moving between
indoors and outdoors.
In general, if you have the system resources
and storage space, make shooting RAW your
default plan; you can always change it. This is
espeically true for narrative projects and work
that calls for a more cinematic aesthetic.
Occasionally I’ve shot video thinking that I’d
had my camera set up to shoot RAW footage and
come home to find a bunch of .mp4 files. If you
spot Bigfoot lumbering through the forests of the
Pacific Northwest, gingerly eating daffodil flowers, you’ll definitely want to grab RAW footage of
that. But if you don’t start shooting immediately,
you may miss it completely. You don’t want to
have to fiddle with the camera.
For that reason, I try and leave all my cameras
set to record RAW. That way, I have to make a

Shooting in mixed or unpredictable lighting can make getting proper white
balance more difficult. In this scenario, RAW will allow you to make white
balance decisions in post-production.

conscious decision to switch — just remember
to set it back when you’re done. That way you’re
defaulting to giving yourself the most options.
If you find out you accidentally shot RAW when
you meant to shoot MPEG, you can convert it.
That doesn’t work going in the other direction.

Is there a middle ground?

There is a place between RAW and MPEG, called
log. Log picture profiles allow you to catpure
greater dynamic range and a flatter image overall, give you more flexibility when it comes to
color grading and image correction.

In Conclusion

Certainly, if it’s important, shoot RAW. Similarly, if you think it might be important later,
shoot RAW. If disk space is not an issue, shoot
RAW. If you’re not sure, shoot RAW. You can
always convert RAW to a format with a smaller
file size, but you can’t go the other way. If it’s
not earth-shatteringly important, or you know
exactly how your lights will be set up, or you
don’t want to do any post-processing work,
MPEG video recording is fine.
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Kyle Cassidy is a writer and artist living in Philadelphia.
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How to maintain continuity
Continuity is an essential part
of storytelling. Editors stand as
the last guard to create a seamless and believable story. A disciplined editor who uses some
simple tools and techniques can
craft a comprehensive story from
a variety of parts.
From the earliest days of film, editors
have faced the challenge of telling a
story through the assemblage of various clips. One shot leads to the next,
and that into another, on and on it
goes until the message is clear and the
story is told.
It’s an editor’s attention to detail, and
their intentional choices for how to use
each shot, that creates continuity in
the final edit. Therefore, the editor empowers the story within. Consequently,
continuity builds the suspension of
disbelief within the audience.
Firstly, it’s what ties together each
sequence of shots, making the sequence appear to be a single moment.
Editors are responsible for maintaining continuity throughout an edit.

maintain the story’s emotional impact. The script
helps you to see the foundation of the narrative
structure and make appropriate changes.
Additionally, any documentation from production, such as shooting logs and script notes, can
give insight into changes on set or issues encountered during production.

Pay attention to the details

Thus, no single shot, or any element
within, should be out of place or time
within the context of the narrative.
In this way, the story takes precedence over the medium used to tell
it. The best thing an editor can do to
maintain continuity is to deliberately
work to maintain it across their edit.
Here are several ways this can happen.

It all starts with a script

Most important, a script is one of
the best tools available to an editor.

Through it, the editor has a vehicle to
understand the original intent of the
project. It may sound obvious, but you
should use the script to lay out your
initial rough cut.
The script helps you to see the
foundation of the narrative structure
and make appropriate changes.
Upon reviewing the rough cut, you
can use the script to understand the
overall scope of the project. Once you
have the story elements in place, you
can make changes when needed to

Visual continuity throughout an edit is just as
easily missed as it is maintained. By necessity, an
editor looks at many details throughout the process of post-production. These details consume
the editor’s attention.
This intense focus makes it easy to miss
simple visual continuity errors, especially when
the error occurs across non-adjacent shots.
Watch for visual continuity errors in nonadjacent shots such as whether your actor has
glasses on or off.
One method that helps the editor look for these
errors is to watch through the edit in multiple
passes, with each pass focused on a different aspect
of the scene’s visual elements.
Different screen elements to look for in each
pass include screen direction, overall composition, the positioning of elements within the
scene, use of objects, movement and lighting.

Don’t sweat the small stuff

Some continuity errors can’t be corrected, and
some are a result of the edit. Thus, if the footage
and the edit strongly support the story, moving
it forward, it’s okay to break the rules and allow
minor continuity errors to exist.
Hollywood films repeatedly include continuity errors that are missed by the general viewing audience. These usually aren’t obvious until
someone specifically points them out.
In these cases, the story takes priority over continuity — as it should. Walter Murch outlines this
with his “Rule of Six” found in his book, “In the
Blink of an Eye: A Perspective on Film Editing.”

Work around the big errors
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Subtle wardrobe changes can be easy to miss on fast-moving sets, so sometimes you may need to work around these continuity errors in
post-production. Take time to look for these error during the edit so you can minimize their impact.
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However, not every error can be dismissed and
reshoots aren’t always possible. Some errors are
so blatant that the audience will respond to them
whether or not they consciously recognize them.
In this situation, it’s your job to find a solution that
either eliminates or works around the error.
Removing an error can be as simple as choosing a different shot to replace the errant one. B-roll
and reaction shots are always helpful in this situation. You can also cut around the continuity error.

Refer back to the script throughout the edit to ensure narrative continuity. As
the editor, it’s your job to convey the intention of the script using the shots
that are available to you.

A common continuity error occurs when the
sun is used as a light source. If production on a
single scene lasts over the length of entire day,
the change in the position of the sun will be
noticeable. Thus, one way to make this change
in lighting less obvious is to intercut the scene
with a different scene.
By segmenting the scene into smaller sequences of similar lighting, the change in lighting becomes less noticeable.

Don’t get lost in the weeds

There a lot of details you’ll need to keep track
of in the edit bay. Sometimes, you can be so
focused on a particular set of details that you
miss minor continuity errors. There’s an easy
way to beat this, however: Bring in help.
A reviewer with a fresh set of eyes objectively identifies what’s working and what’s not
in an edit. A thorough critique should be part
of any creative process.
Continuity is an essential part of narrative
storytelling. Editors stand as the last guard
to create a seamless and believable story. A
disciplined and intentional editor who uses
some simple tools and techniques can craft a
comprehensive story from a variety of parts.
contents

Chris “Ace” Gates is a four time Emmy Award-winning writer
and producer. He is a big fan of animation and transmedia
storytelling.
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SubScriber

Alert!

by John Cassinari

Choosing a career path in video

Vlogging on
YouTube is a more
independent approach to making
money with your
video production
skillset, but it
takes time and
dedication for a
channel to become
profitable.

There are many paths you can
take on your journey to becoming
a professional videographer. The
one you choose will depend on
what you enjoy doing and what
you're willing to put up with.

So, you got yourself a camera and
you’re all set to go make your mark
on the video industry. Not so fast! The
video landscape is littered with folks
who went out in the world and failed.
That said, this doesn’t have to happen
to you if you follow some easy steps
that will develop you into a video
professional that people want to hire.
After all, being creative is great, but
getting paid for it is even better. So
let’s get started.

Work for free

Pro Bono is work that one does for free.
I can hear you already, “you said we’d
get paid for this.” There will always
be a huge amount of really talented
and experienced people out there, so
you have to earn your reputation. In
other words, the video business is an
apprenticeship type of business. Unless
your family owns a TV station, you will
definitely start at the bottom. The position at the bottom is the Production

Starting your own business

Assistant, which exists to see if you
have what it takes to be in the business.
We all started there, so do well and you
will be rewarded. Do poorly, and you
will be forgotten. It’s just that easy.
Oh, and there’s a very good chance
you’ll get paid for your work as a
Production Assistant in pizza. Pizza is
the official food of video production,
after all.
"I’m going to work and get paid in
pizza?" Yes, but good things will come
from this. Once you’ve worked for free
and have done a good job, you can use
some of the footage from these shoots

You can grow your
video network and
get valuable experience by working
as a Production
Assistant — just
don't expect lavish
paychecks.
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for your reel. This is the singular most
important thing you can get out of
these jobs. Why? Because no one will
hire you for money until they see your
reel. It's the primary evidence of your
skill level as a videographer and one
of the main deciding factors when it
comes to getting hired.

Getting a job

Now that you’ve worked some free
jobs or personal projects and have a
1-2 minute reel of your work, how
do you get a paying gig? This is the
time when you have to do some soul
searching to decide what you want
to be when you grow up. The decisions you make here will affect the
rest of your career. The natural inertia
of your first job will likely propel
you into a certain career path. This
means if you want to work in TV, you
need a TV job. If you want corporate,
you need a corporate job. Hollywood
equals Hollywood. You get the picture.
If you’re young and just starting out,
now may be the time to take a risk
and see where it takes you. If you’re
older and changing careers to video,
you might be more risk-averse but
there are still opportunities.

Video production is pretty specialized,
and not everyone is a potential client.
As a colleague once told me, video
production is not an impulse buy.
You’ll have to cultivate clients who
may have no idea how video can help
them. This is difficult because once
you’ve convinced them to produce
a video, it may be years before they
do an update or another production.
This is why a lot of new video folks go
into the wedding video business first.
Guess what? When people get married, they want a video of the event. If
you can break into this market and if

THE VIDEO BUSINESS
TODAY IS ONE THAT
REQUIRES US TO WEAR
MANY HATS.
you do a good job, you will likely have
all the work you can handle. Why?
Referrals. A happy bride can’t wait to
refer their vendors — it’s truly amazing.
Of course, most couples plan their weddings up to a year in advance, which
means you’re not getting paid for a bit.
Don’t quit your day job just yet. Once
you get a backlog of weddings and
some cash flow, this will allow you to
go cultivate other types of clients.
If you're not interested in working
for other people, you might consider

taking your video talents online.
Creating original content allows for
maximum creative freedom but can
also be incredibly demanding.
Want to be the next YouTube star
and make millions based on the hits
to your videos? Well, it’s possible but
don’t expect to make it big quickly.
This is probably a career path best
approached as a long haul, continuing opportunity. If you continue to
produce and post videos on your
YouTube channel, over time, they
will get traction and could produce
supplemental income for you.

Moving forward

The video business today is one
that requires us to wear many hats
in order to make a full-time living.
Gone are the days where you would
get hired and retire with the same
company. The more streams of video
income you can develop now, the better off you’ll be later. Eventually, one
of these streams may turn into a fulltime endeavor. But in the meantime,
you can make a good living doing
what you love. And in the end, there
isn’t any price you can put on that.
John Cassinari is Executive Producer at Imagination Unlimited, a video production company
headquartered in Orlando, Florida. He also
taught advanced video post-production editing
at the University of Central Florida.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=72000191
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by Marc Johnson

Get
Get your
your film
film streaming
streaming on
on Netflix
Netflix

Part of the the joy
that comes from
making a film
or producing a
documentary comes
for having other
people watch it.

After you’ve made a feature film
or documentary, you end up with
something you want to show the
world. But how do you get your
film in front of an audience?
There are many avenues you can take
to help viewers find your film, and
distributing through an online streaming service tops the list. In this article,
we’ll look at how to get a film distributed by the world’s leading streaming
service: Netflix.
Netflix is a subscription streaming
service where subscribers can watch
a wide variety of award-winning TV
shows, movies, documentaries and
more any time they’d like, from any
device. Netflix is in over 190 countries
with well over 100 million members
worldwide. This extensive reach
makes it obvious why getting your
film streaming on Netflix can give it
the boost it needs to find an audience.

It’s all about the database

If you want to see your film streaming
on Netflix, your primary goal is to get
your film onto the Netflix database.
This database is the pool of films that
have been accepted into the Netflix
library for possible programming.

contents

for free.

fications. They will also ensure any
required artwork or captions meet the
appropriate standards.

Include aggregator fees
in your budget
So how does one do that? Like anything, there is more than one way to
reach a Netflix payday. Jason Brubaker
of filmmakingstuff.com suggests a
strategy that starts with refining your
pitch to Netflix. Brubaker suggests
that you try to create some buzz for
your film, even before it is completed.
Maybe you have a celebrity or an
influencer attached to the project
that will draw the attention of their
fan base. Maybe the film is on a topic
that is currently frontpage news. With
the right social media strategy, you
can create an audience ready for the
arrival of your film. All of these tactics
work to show that you have a project
with a built-in audience.

A high-profile festival screening can
sometimes draw
the attention of
Netflix, but even if
it doesn’t, festivals can still be a
great place to grow
your filmmaking
network.
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At this point, it is time to look for
an aggregator who can pitch your film
to Netflix. An aggregator is basically a
distributor who handles a large number of films and works with the major
distribution platforms to get those
films in front of audiences. These ag-

LIKE ANYTHING, THERE
IS MORE THAN ONE
WAY TO REACH A
NETFLIX PAYDAY.
gregators often also work with other
distribution platforms like Amazon
Prime, Google Play and iTunes. The
distributor or aggregator negotiates on
the behalf of the filmmaker a sum of
money to sell or license the film for a
specific term and region.
Another reason that getting the
right aggregator is an essential part of
your streaming distribution strategy is
that the aggregator will also prepare
your film and associated assets to the
exact standards that Netflix requires.
Because each distribution platform
has different file standards, part of the
aggregator’s service is to encode your
master film file to the correct speci-

All of the work a distributor does in negotiating and preparing the film comes
at a cost. This fee is usually around
$1,000 but varies from aggregator to
aggregator. The agreement you make

THIS PROCESS CAN BE
LONG AND DRAWN
OUT; STAY PATIENT AND
PERSISTENT.
with your chosen aggregator dictates
when and how this fee is paid.
Alternatively, some filmmakers
forgo this step and set out to get Netflix’s attention on their own. This is
easier if your film gets noticed at film
festivals or otherwise generates a lot
of hype. Although there is no guarantee that showing at a festival will turn
into a call from Netflix, the strategy
has worked for some.

Getting your film on Netflix
requires time and patience

This process, no matter if you use a
distributor or not, can be long and
drawn out. You must stay patient but
at the same time persistence in your
efforts to draw Netflix’s attention.
Even with the perfect pitch, the right

aggregator and an optimistic mindset,
some films just don’t make it.
If that were to happen, there are
still other avenues you can go to get
people to see your film. Once you’ve
signed with an aggregator, they will
also work to distribute your content
on other streaming platforms. Amazon, iTunes, Hulu and Crackle each
have their own requirements for
streaming and payout structure for
views of your film.
Other options include self-distribution on services like Youtube or Vimeo
and even Patreon. On Youtube, you
can monetize with ads that play during your film or set a price for rentals.
Through Vimeo and Patreon, you can
ask for a monthly subscription from
your fan base to keep you creating.

If you are currently a
paid subscriber, take a
moment to install the
Videomaker app on your
tablets and smartphone
- so you can access this
issue wherever you go!

Learn more at :
Videomaker.com/
TabletAccess

Moving forward

The process of making a film is rewarding all in itself. The true joy, however,
comes with having people see it. The
process of gaining a deal with Netflix
can be lengthy and may not always
pan out in the end. There is peace of
mind, however, in that there are other
avenues that can lead to exposure for
your film. This, in turn, could lead to
other projects and other possibilities
that may one day lead to that streaming deal you’ve been looking for.
contents

Marc Johnson is a University of Chico graduate,
a lover of the creative arts, avid photographer,
with an undying entrepreneurial spirit.
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by Peter Biesterfeld

Find your Storytelling Voice

What does it mean to find your voice
as a filmmaker? NY Book Editors claim
an author’s voice simply refers to that
writer’s particular style. This includes
nuances that add to his or her unique
perspective or tone.
If you’re looking to find your voice
as a documentary maker or even as a
director of scripted films, this literary
criteria can be applied to film. With
voice in mind, we can understand
what sets the works of individual film
directors apart.
Let’s take a closer look at the elements of style, perspective and tone
with a cinematic eye. Exploring the
works of established directors can
inform your personal journey as you
grow towards developing our own
unique voice as a filmmaker.

Stylin’

When discussing a film’s style, reviewers often reference its production
aspects: the cinematography, the lighting and the editing.
The late director Sydney Lumet
(“Dog Day Afternoon”) makes it clear
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“The sign of a great director is
when a film’s voice comes not
from the script or the protagonists, but from the filmmaker.”
— Antonia Thompson,
Huffington Post

in his 1996 memoir, “Making Movies,” that style is so much more than
that. According to Lumet, “Making a
movie has always been about telling
a story. The way you tell that story
should relate somehow to what that
story is. Because that’s what style is:
the way you tell a particular story.”
Off-beat storytelling is one of the
trademarks of Coen Brothers films.
The prolific Coens operate across
genres and often mash them up, from
black comedies like “Raising Arizona” to surrealism in “Barton Fink.”
Although their approach varies from
story to story, they manage to leave a
distinctive hallmark on every film.
The Coens are known for their meticulous storyboarding, and they populate their films with outlandish, often

Morris’s use of
the interrotron, a
special interview
recording aid of
his own invention,
gives the interviews
in “The Unknown
Known” an intimate
quality that conveys
more about the
subject than words
could alone.
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unsympathetic characters trapped in
bizarre and painfully twisted situations.
In another example, the trademark
style of an Errol Morris documentary
will forever be associated with the
director’s technological innovation: the
interrotron. This two-way mirror rig
mounted under the camera produces
intimate one on one interviews where
the subject is looking directly into the
lens and straight into the eyes of the
viewer. His work includes “The Fog of
War” (2003), “The Unknown Known”
(2013), and “American Dharma” (2018).
Morris refuses to be identified with
any particular documentary style as
he explains in a National Post interview: “They can always copy what
you’ve done, but they can never copy
what you’re going to do. I have tried
– and I guess it’s for others to say
whether I’ve been successful or not –
to reinvent nonfiction.”
Morris’ Netflix series “Wormwood”
(2017) is a six-part exploration of the
life and death of Frank Olson, a CIA
scientist who took part in a secret biological warfare program. Morris defies
convention with a hybrid five-hour
documentary that deploys fictional
techniques throughout.
To unpack the sinister circumstances
that culminate in Olson’s mysterious

death in 1953, Morris leaps from in-depth interviews with Olson’s son to fully realized dramatizations of what might have happened.
Classic Morris, making something cinematic
from real-life drama, as he did in 1988 when he
broke new ground with “Thin Blue Line.” That
seminal documentary presents a riveting reconstruction of a wrongful murder conviction. A New
York Times review of “Wormwood” proclaimed
Morris as “Our great cinematic sleuth.”

What’s your perspective?

NY Book Editors define a writer’s perspective as
“how the characters view and process what’s
happening within the story.” On his blog L.A.–
based filmmaker Noam Kroll puts it this way:
“I would define point of view as the creative
choices that you make throughout the filmmaking process that convey your story in a way that
truthfully represents how you see the world.”
Morris and the Coen Brothers have expressed
unique points of view about the criminal world or
criminality and illicit behavior in general which
feature prominently in many of their films. In the
crime-gone-wrong movies of the Coen Brothers,
the perpetrators are pitiable and crime never pays.
Morris, whose long ago career as a private detective funded his early forays into film, is more
preoccupied with the elusiveness of truth and
justice. In “Thin Blue Line,” Morris meticulously
challenges the reliability of human memory.

Tone and mood

On her website, author and writing teacher
Amanda Patterson defines tone as “an author’s
use of words and writing style to convey his or
her attitude towards a topic.”
Film directors convey tone through mood and
atmosphere and by their choice of directing style
– serious, amusing, satiric or humorous.
In “O Brother, Where Art Thou?” as in many of
their films, the Coens strike the perfect tone with
uncanny music selection for every scene that

perfectly transmits a range of moods from slapstick to deadly. In “Miller’s Crossing,” the mood
is dramatic irony produced by the soft pastels
of Barry Sonnenfeld’s near romantic cinematography, which operates in stark contrast to the
foreboding and imminently deadly narrative.
Morris, who pushes the boundaries of documentary with every film he makes, produces
mood and atmosphere cinematically. Morris has
no problem going after truth through fiction.
The emotional truth of Frank Olson’s progressive breakdown under unbearable pressure from
his own government wouldn’t have surfaced in
an interview. It couldn’t be delivered by a narrator. Morris treated each re-enactment sequence
like a Hollywood thriller.
Both the Coens and Morris inject their personalities into their films with cinematic flourish,
leaving distinctive signatures on everything
they’ve produced over 30 years. Spoiler alert:
Your filmmaker’s voice cannot be manufactured.
It will develop over years of filmmaking and living your life. It will ultimately come from who
you are as human when you make your film.

In “Wormwood,”
interviews with
Frank Olson’s son
are cut against
emotional dramatizations of
what might have
happened the night
Olson died.

That’s a wrap

Hollywood producer, screenwriter and author
Ken Aguado (“An Interview with God,” 2018)
sums up what it means to find your filmmaker’s
voice on Medium:
“It’s that special sum total derived from your
inspirations, your life experiences, your themes,
your creative flair, your technical skills and your
point of view about the human condition. In the
best case, all these qualities come together to
create something in a way that looks like it comes
from you and no one else.”
contents

Peter Biesterfeld is a non-fiction storyteller specializing in
documentary, current affairs, reality television and educational production.
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More Free Training
Available from

OPINION
by Robin Cripe

Resources

You set the expectations for your video

Did you know that Videomaker has a whole library of free training
downloads available to anyone interested in making better video?

The internet is a saturated market, and differentiating yourself isn’t
easy. Before you can find an audience, you have to find passion.

One of the hardest things to do as a
content creator is to find an audience.
When seeking out your viewership,
you might be tempted to follow the
latest trend or search out an unoccupied niche. These approaches aren’t
inherently wrong, but they ignore the
most important element to success:
passion. Passion should be what
separates your YouTube channel from
the millions of channel and content
creators in the internet. A discerning
audience wants more than just slick,
well-produced video content — they
want authenticity.
It’s easy to underestimate the
perceptiveness of your audience. To
many, they’re just numbers: How
many views, likes, shares, subscribers can you collect? But it’s important to recognize that your audience
can tell when you’re not having fun
with your video. They know when
your content lacks excitement and
enthusiasm. One of the quickest
ways to ruin any momentum you or
your channel might have is to start
creating content according to what
you think other people want rather
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than what you want. Without that
original passion, your audience will
inevitably drift away.
There are a lot of videos out there.
They span nearly every conceivable topic. Audiences will instinctually gravitate towards the content
creators who love the videos they
produce. Worry less about whether
you’re making something for a

NOTHING WILL WEAR
YOU OUT FASTER THAN
DISLIKING YOUR OWN
CONTENT.
specific audience and create content
for yourself. Trust in your audience
to find you rather than the other
way around. Having enthusiasm and
excitement for the subject is infectious — and inciting passion in an
audience is the best way to secure
clicks, likes, subscribers and shares
and to keep people coming back to
your channel.
None of this
means you should
ignore criticism or
suggestions from
your audience.
Paying attention
to your audience
is one of the most
critical considerations when
building a channel.
No one ever
achieved success
by ignoring criticism. But what is
VIDEOMAKER >>> MARCH 2019

most important is letting that critique
complement your content rather than
define it.
It also doesn’t mean you should
be ignoring your metrics. Figure
out what works and what doesn’t
— which of your videos draw in
the most views? How far does your
audience mak it into your video?
What percentage stays until the end?
Carefully consider this information
whenever you create and edit a new
video. Let it influence future content,
just don’t let it dictate.
Pursuing your own passion is not
only advantageous when it comes to
growing an audience; it also helps
maintain a career. When you’re pursuing your own passion rather than
someone else’s, you’ll find greater joy
in what you do.
Enjoying your work leads to higher
quality content, but it also makes for
a more sustainable career. Burnout is
a very real thing. It’s important to do
what you can to avoid it. Don’t produce videos you don’t like and avoid
videos on subjects that don’t interest
you. Nothing will wear you out faster
than disliking your own content.
Believe in your content. Talk about
what fascinates you. Find ways to
make your content unique. Listen to
your audience. But, most importantly,
follow your passion. Don’t let anyone
else set your expectations. Do that and
the rest will follow.
Robin works in development for One Mobile
Projector per Trainer, a non-profit that supplies
aid organizations with video production training
and equipment to improve the quality and
impact of their message
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=72006738

Go to Videomaker.com/FreeReports

New titles
continue to be
added, so check
back often.

Available Reports
• 5 Advertising Tricks for YouTube
• Master YouTube: Get Viewers and Make Money
• Optimizing Your Video For YouTube Search
• The Essential Guide To Building A Home Studio
• The Top 5 Accessories for A DSLR Video Shoot
• 8 Tips for a Stellar First Video
• How to Make a Viral Video
• Screenplay Writing: How to Format a Screenplay
• How to Make a Storyboard
• Understanding the New Breed of Digital Cinema Cameras
• Best Types of Lightweight Tripods for Cameras
• Cinematography Techniques:
The Different Types of Shots in Film
• How to Make a DIY Green Screen
• Multi-Camera Shooting for Event Videography
• What’s the Best Video Format for Online Distribution?
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MorganPaar
Paar
by

How and where you store your
data is an important factor when
organizing your eidting workflow. Configuring a RAID system
may not be the sexiest thing
you read about today, but if you
want to level up your editing
game, read on.

A RAID is a Redundant Array of Inexpensive (or sometimes “Independent”)
Disks. In plain English: two or more
drives linked together to make “one
drive” or RAID set for an increase in
speed or protection of data storage.
Some RAIDs actually do both, in unison. Let’s break down a few of the different RAID configurations, talk about
why you might use them and look at
how you can set-up your own RAID.

Common RAID Configurations

Firstly, RAIDs are characterized by
numbers. The standard RAIDs, most
commonly used by video editors, are
known as RAID 0, RAID 1 and RAID
5. But there is also RAID 2, 3, 4, 6 and
10. Beyond these eight configurations,
there are Nested RAIDs as well as
non-standard variants. I only have 800
words here so let’s stick with the three
RAID systems that are most used by
video editors.

RAID 0
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Also known as “nonredundant arrays”
or “data striping arrays,” this configuration distributes your data evenly
across the disk drives in equal-sized
sections. This gives the editor an
increase in performance, mostly read/
write speeds, by “striping” the data —
the ones and zeros — evenly to all the
drives. If you’re working with mulitcam, 4K RAW video (or higher) with
visual effects and motion graphics, a

58

fast computer (CPU and RAM) with a
RAID 0 is your friend.
However, with RAID 0 arrays, there
is no “fault tolerance.” In English, that
means there is no protection against
the many types of hard drive failures
that threaten your data. See RAID 1 for
more on redundancy. Basically, if one
of your drives goes down, you lose the
whole shebang.

RAID 1

This configuration is the opposite of
RAID 0, simplistically speaking. RAID
1, aka “disk mirroring,” writes all of
your data to both drives simultaneously, assuming you are using just two
drives. The disks are mirrored. If one
drive fails, the other drive has all of
the information.
One disadvantage to this configuration is that you will only utilize half
of your installed drive space. Say you
set up a RAID 1 with two one-terabyte
drives. One terabyte plus one terabyte
equals two terabytes, right? Not with a
RAID 1. Because the data is mirrored,
one plus one equals one in RAID 1
math. Read operations can be quicker
as data can be read from both drives
simultaneously, but write operations
VIDEOMAKER >>> MARCH 2019
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will be slower as every write operation
must be executed twice.

RAID 5

This configuration gives you the best
of both worlds: striping and a type
of redundancy called “distributed
parity.” But it will come at a price.
Though RAID 0 and RAID 1 require a
minimum of two drives each, RAID 5
requires a minimum of three. And it
doesn’t “mirror” the data but backs it
up using a “parity” system based on a
mathematical function.
The configuration stripes this parity
information across all of the drives. If
one drive fails, all of the data can be
recovered by reconstructing the information from the remaining drives
— assuming nothing has gone wrong
with the enclosure or RAID controller.
A RAID 5 has fast read performance
but slower write performance.

How to Set up a RAID

You can configure a RAID using both
software or hardware controllers. In
hardware RAID setups, the drives are
connected to the motherboard via a
fast PCIe card slot. More and more
computers have the ability to set up

and control a RAID via utility software
in the operating system. Generally
speaking, using a hardware option
means less strain on the computers
operating system, as well as possible
other benefits depending on the hardware used. But software RAID systems
are constantly improving.
Starting with Windows XP (2001),
Microsoft integrated RAID functionality into its operating systems. Disk
Utility on Macs let you set up RAID
0, RAID 1, RAID 10 and JBOD (Just a
Bunch Of Disks). Always back up any
data on a drive before using it to configure your RAID — creating a RAID
erases all existing data on those disks.
The set-up is fairly simple. It usually
goes something like this:
1. Name the new RAID system.
2. Select the level (eg. RAID 0, etc.).
3. For RAID 0, select your Stripe Size.
Although this is a bit of a personal

choice and sizes vary according to
which hardware you use, a large stripe
size is good for video editing. Something in the 64K or 128K area is best.
4. Select which drives you wish to use
in your RAID configuration.
5. Confirm the action and create.
The exact procedure may vary according to your operating system, but
these are the basic steps.

Other Factors

Hardware configurations are constantly changing. I used to have a
tower with four disk bays. Now, I
edit from a laptop with an external,
portable RAID. You have the option to
set up your RAID within your desktop
computer or to work with an external configuration — that’s up to you.
Western Digital, G-Technology, LaCie,
LinkStation — many companies make
external RAID systems.

We didn’t have room here to examine the hard drives best used to build
your RAID, but you can find more
information on available drives at
videomaker.com/best-storage.
A final note: RAID is not backup.
Even though many RAIDs mirror
your assets, different situations can
still make all of your data go byebye: computer viruses, human error
such as mistakenly deleting data,
theft and fire, to name a few. All
source files should be backed up to a
separate drive and stored off-site before using any of these RAID options.
Happy editing!
Morgan Paar is a multiple award-winning filmmaker and photographer who specializes in
travel video, stills and articles.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=72000293
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HACKS
by Luis Oscar Maymi

Inventive ways to use a tripod

Rubber-band
Rubber-band Pan
Pan

The humble tripod is standard
equipment for any video producer, but its usefulness can go
far beyond the basics of pan, tilt
and pedestal.
Without a doubt, a tripod is the single
most important purchase you can
make as a video producer. This threelegged friend can be used in many
different ways, allowing you to create
epic shots with simple equipment.
In this article, we will show you 10
tripod tricks that you can try out in
your own video productions to get
more interesting shots. To make things
interesting, I’m going to show most
of these tricks using an ancient tripod
that my grandfather gave me. I believe
it is at least 50 years old! With that being said, let’s begin.

Sony AX2000, which weighs roughly six pounds
with battery. I wouldn’t do this trick in the field
with that camera — way too risky. This tripod
trick is mostly for DSLRs, mirrorless cameras or
action cams.

5. The Improvised Monopod
1. The Basics

Let’s start with the basics. A tripod
allows you to do three basics movements: tilt, pan and pedestal.
• Tilt: Move your camera lens up and
down while keeping its horizontal
rotation constant.

Tilt

• Pan: Move the camera lens from one
side to the other without changing its
vertical rotation.
• Pedestal: Move your camera up and
down without changing its horizontal
or vertical rotation.
Aside from the static shot, these
three camera moves constitute the
most common uses for the standard
tripod. Once you’ve mastered these,
it’s time to get a little more creative.

2. The Dolly Slide

Retract one of the legs and use the
remaining two legs as pivot points to
move your camera back and forth.
Remember to tilt your camera accordingly as you move forward and back.

Pan

This one is very simple: Raise two legs and
extend the other one to make a monopod. This
is great when you need a steady shot but don’t
plan to be in the same location for very long.

6. The Top-down Shot

Secure your tripod at the top of a ladder and
use some rope and sandbags to secure it. Point
the camera down for a unique perspective.

7. The Improvised Crane

First, extend one of the legs to its maximum
length and retract the remaining two legs.
Proceed by getting a towel and put it below
your shirt roughly around your belly button.
The towel will help you have a more stable
shot and will provide some extra comfort.
With pillow in place, position the extended
leg of your tripod at around your belly button, resting on the towel. Once in position,

EXPERIMENT WITH THIS ONE,
BUT BE CAREFUL NOT TO DAMAGE YOUR CAMERA BY HITTING
SOMETHING OVERHEAD.

Top-down Shot
grab the other two legs and lift. You will need
to position your camera according to the shot
you want, but once you do that you will be able
to create some awesome shots. You can “pan”
your body left to right or you can try walking

Pickup Truck Dolly

3. The Rubber-band Pan

Place a rubber band on the handle
of your tripod and start pulling. This
technique can help smooth out your
jumpy panning shots.

4. The Upside-down Tracking Shot

Turn your tripod upside down and carry
it for low angle shot. Then flip the video
180 degrees in post-production so that
your scene is no longer upside down.
NOTE: We do not recommend doing
this tripod trick with large or heavy
cameras. To test out this shot, I used a

Pedestal
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An Inside View

around. Experiment with this one, but be careful
not to damage your camera by hitting something overhead.

8. The Pickup Truck Dolly

For this one, put your tripod in the cargo area of
a pickup truck and hop in. Now, ask someone to
drive SLOWLY so you can get some incredible
moving shots. Make absolutely sure you strap
the tripod and yourself in tightly. Videomaker
is not responsible for you falling spectacularly
from the pickup truck because you didn’t take
proper safety precautions.

Tripod Tricks for Small Tripods

For the following tricks, we are going to use a
smartphone along with an octopus-style tripod.

9. An Inside View

This trick is exclusive to small tripods and action
cameras or smartphones. Since they are so small,
you can put them just about anywhere to get some
very creative shots. Here are a couple of ideas:

Tiny Teleprompter Mount

• Inside the fridge
• Inside the dryer/washing machine (for the love
of your camera DO NOT turn on the washing
machine with the camera inside).
Finding creative vantage points for your camera can be a great way to add a unique perspective
to your video.
FullPageAD_NEWTemplate.indd
48

YOU WILL ALWAYS BE ABLE TO
PERFORM A VARIETY OF SHOTS
WITH YOUR TRIPOD IF YOU ARE
CREATIVE AND RESOURCEFUL.
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10. The Tiny Teleprompter Mount

This is not a camera shot, but it’s still an
incredibly useful thing to do with an octopusstyle tripod. First, position your main camera
in your main tripod with two of the legs pointing back and one forward. With that set up,
strap the octopus-style tripod around the main
tripod’s head and front leg, just below the
camera lens. Then just start up your favorite
teleprompter app in your smartphone and
begin recording.
FullPageAD_NEWTemplate.indd 48

Without a doubt, a tripod’s usefulness is timeless. Regardless of whether you’re using an ancient tripod or the latest model, you will always
be able to perform a variety of shots if you are
creative and resourceful.
Do you know any more tripod tricks?
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Luis Oscar Maymí is a video producer, web developer and
social media specialist at Porfolio. He greatly enjoys hiking,
kayaking and watching anime.
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5 quick production tips
by Sean Berry

and Save up to 76% off the Newsstand Price

5 easy, fun writing exercises every
screenwriter should try

Whether you’re just starting your first screenplay or
you’ve been writing for decades, it’s always difficult
to write without warming up. We all need ways to
jumpstart our creative juices.

For this instalment of 5 quick tips,
were going to give you 5 simple, yet
effective exercises you can use everytime you need to start writing. While
there are tons of writing exercises out
there that can help any type of writer,
we specifically focused on generating
exercises for screenwriters.
So, when you need to warm up
your writing muscles or jumpstart
your idea bank, try these 5 exercises:

Write a script of a movie scene
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The inspiration of other works always
gets our creative juices flowing. So if
your in need of some inspiration to
write, pick a movie that you love and
write a script for one of its scenes.
This exercise is a great way to get
you excited to write because you
start out writing something you love.
Don’t spend too much time with this
exercise. You should spend about two
to three minutes writing the script —
maybe a little longer if your beloved
scene is longer and you can’t bear
leaving it unfinished. Once you finish,
you can find the scene’s script online
and compare it with yours. Try to do
this as regularly as you can. Start once
or twice a week at the start and work
your way up. By doing this often,
you’ll not only draw a lot less blanks
when writing, you’ll notice your description skills will improve also.
Or, if you want more of a challenge,
pick a movie scene you hate and
rewrite that. Try to pick a movie you
passionately hate — the more hate the
better. It will get you super pumped to
rewrite it. But again, don’t spend too
much time on it. We know you want
to rewrite all of “The Last Jedi,” but
this is an exercise, not a rewrite.

64

Write a script of a real life
conversation

Believe it or not, every real life
conversation can be converted into a
script. They all have their own characters, scenes, tones and narratives.
Take about 15 minutes to record a
conversation you hear around you
and make a script of it. You can
make the script in real time on your
computer or the good ol’ pen and
paper. If your really want to, you
can try to record the conversation
with your phone, but it would be
best to also see the actions and body
language the conversationalists are
making. After all, about 93 percent
of conversation messages are communicated nonverbally.

Freewrite

You may already know about this
exercise, but it really is effective at
getting you into a creative flow. Before
you start writing, open up a blank
word document and set a timer for ten
minutes. Within those ten minutes,
just write whatever comes to mind.
It doesn’t matter what you come up
with. The point is to practice getting
your thoughts out of your head and
onto the paper — or computer in this
case. The one rule is you can’t use the
backspace. This will surely drive you
editors crazy, but you’re focused on
making ideas in this exercise, not correcting them.

Copy an existing script
word for word

This exercise may not be the most
creative, but it can help you find
your style of script writing. Every so
often, pick a scene from a script you
VIDEOMAKER >>> MARCH 2019

adore and copy it word for word.
No copying and pasting. Train your
brain, eyes and fingers to get the
feeling of the style and flow of that
particular screenwriter’s way of
writing.
Try doing this a couple times a
week and each time pick a different screenwriter so you get different
approaches. Some writers like to be
very specific in their descriptions;
some like to leave their scripts open
and let the actors fill in the blanks.
This exercise will help you find out
what works best for you by forcing
you to try different writing styles.

Write without dialogue

A lot of the time, movie narratives
are best told visually rather than
verbally. Movies are a visual medium
that requires visual storytelling.
Powerful films like “Blade Runner
2049” and “Mad Max: Fury Road”
have deeply compelling stories that
are told mostly visually.
So try writing a one page script
of a scene without a single piece of
dialogue. It may seem hard at first, but
it will get easier once you get used to
telling the narrative through visual
description and action.
The next time you find yourself at a
lost of words or just need to wake up
your creativity, try some of these writing exercises. You’ll be ready to write
every single time.
Sean Berry is a professional writer and aspiring
graphic novelist.
You can comment on this article by going online:
www.videomaker.com/?p=72006745
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